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See Berlin with new ears during the
“intonations” Chamber Music Festival
at the Jewish Museum Berlin.

Berlin isn’t just a city of haute cuisine and haute couture but
also of haute musique. For the fourth time, the Jerusalem
International Chamber Music Festival will be taking the stage
at the Jewish Museum Berlin. Experience “intonations”
from April 18 to 23, 2015 and savor the moment when top
international musicians perform beautiful compositions.
www.jmberlin.de/intonations

We support culture. For the love of it.
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editorial

“To create something new, you first have to change
yourself. And this change begins in your own head”
Dear readers,

Cover: Studio Maarten Kolk & Guus Kuster/Raw Color; Temporary Trees — Weeping Willow | Photography: Evonik

Klaus Engel, Chairman of the Executive Board
of Evonik Industries AG

Change requires insight. To create something new, you first
have to change yourself. And this change begins in your own
head. Those who do not renew themselves, who stop learning
and questioning their own basic principles, will at some point
be overrun by changing times. That’s true of people, companies, and societies.
The big projects of our time are projects of self-renewal.
They include the consolidation of Europe, globalization, the
energy transition, and the integration of diverse cultures.
In many cases these projects have been born of crisis, and
are shaped and driven forward by people who have the force
of will to shape the future and take on responsibility. This
responsibility also includes the realization that self-renewal is
not an end in itself but the ability to apply sound judgment and
make the right decision at the right time.
The power to renew oneself is a power we must reinforce.
That applies especially to industrial companies, which bear a
huge responsibility for people, jobs, products, and technology.
Evonik Industries is a company in the specialty chemicals sector, an industry whose products have ever shorter lifecycles.
As a result, we face the challenge of continually refining our
business model. It’s the only way we can respond to the requirements of our customers and consumers.
Naturally, change also poses some tough questions. How
can we overcome our fear of the unknown? What do we
need to discard? What is worth keeping? What do we want
to change? How do we want to live in the future? And how
do we get there? None of these questions has a single correct
answer. However, there are right and wrong ways to proceed.
It would be wrong to stick our heads in the sand in the face
of the challenges of the future. The right approach is to face
these challenges and make them projects that require us to
change ourselves. If we succeed in doing that, the world will
also change.
This issue presents people who question themselves and
leave familiar territory—not necessarily to do different things
but to do things differently. Pleasant reading!
Sincerely yours,
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definition

Self-re new al
ORIGIN “Self” is an Old English word used
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emphatically (“I myself” etc.); “renewal”
= re- (“again”) + the Middle English
newen (“resume, revive, renew”)
TYPICAL ASSOCIATIONS Psychology,
biology, business, medicine, chemistry
SYNONYMS Reform, metamorphosis,
continuous improvement process
ANTONYMS Stagnation, stasis
USAGE

GENERAL: People or organizations that

regard their development as never
being finished and actively shape it
after careful thought

SCIENCE AND RESEARCH:

In complex organisms, this highly
interesting characteristic is possessed
only by stem cells
BUSINESS: Companies reflect on their
strengths and reinvent themselves on
the basis of their core expertise
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Poster insert: Natural Change

It certainly didn’t look like that two days ago! Nature renews itself
and its creations in a process called metamorphosis
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Self-renewal
is a modern term, as
the Ngram Viewer
of the equivalent
German word shows.
Ngram Viewer is an
educational project
from Google that scans
millions of books and
links them to their year
of publication. The
word first appeared in
the turbulent, ideologically charged prewar
years. Beginning in the
1960s, our level of
self-reflection steadily
increased. The word
became a part of our
everyday vocabulary
after the Eastern Bloc
collapsed and a wave
of digitization and
globalization spread
across the world.

Why Metamorphosis Can
Be Good for Us
Everything changes, even
one’s personality. Things
that we thought were “right”
when we were 20, and
seemed questionable to us
when we reached 40, can
appear completely incomprehensible to us two decades
later. However, the question
is: Are we are getting any
smarter, or are we no longer
open-minded about new
developments?
Ursula Staudinger is
researching precisely this
topic at New York’s Columbia University. According to

her, wisdom isn’t a matter of
knowledge, but the ability to
understand different points of
view. “The path to wisdom is
like weaving: Experiences coalesce until I think I have understood something—about
myself and about life.” People
who question themselves and
their opinions and attitudes
see the world differently and
think about it differently as
well. It’s like a metamorphosis
that leads to self-renewal.
Age doesn’t matter.
Someone who is stubborn
at the age of 30 and is even

more stubborn at 50 “can
still change at 70,” concludes
psychologist Jule Specht
from the Free University of
Berlin. Data obtained from
about 23,000 Germans and
Australians aged 15 to 82
reveal a startling fact: One
out of four people adopt
new personality traits when
they get to be about 70 years
old. Statistically speaking,
this means that one of every
person’s four grandparents
change in this way. Says
Specht, “It seems that people
primarily change when they
reach a ripe old age.”

art in the ruhr region

Gallery Online
Because too much is
happening, the things
that are printed in books
today might not be
correct any more tomor-

row. In order to keep
up with this continuous
process of change, a
digital art guide has now
been created for the
1 ⁄ 2015
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3 questions for

Daniel Aeschbach
“Sleep is
self-renewal”

1

“I can sleep when
I’m dead”: Is
sleep the adversary
of an active life?
On the contrary!
If you sleep too
little or your sleep is
interrupted, you can
suffer from decreased
performance and
well-being as well
as from a weakened
immune system and
long-term health
problems. In this way,
sleep promotes the
cyclical self-renewal
of our bodies and
minds.

2

for example, and can
even help you gain
new insights.

3

Why are we
more confident
in the morning than
on the previous
evening? You can’t
generalize that. It
depends very much
on the kind of person
we are—whether we
are more active in the
mornings or the evenings, and when and
how we deal with our
cares. In addition to
sleep, the body clock
plays an important
role here. Our moods
fluctuate throughout
the day—and they do
so in different ways,
depending on whether we are more active
in the mornings or the
evenings.

Is it really advisable to “sleep on
it” before making a
decision?
That’s difficult to
prove from a scientific
standpoint. However,
it certainly helps to
gain time so that you
can closely analyze
any decision you are
about to make. Moreover, sleep is actually
an active process that
promotes learning,

Sleep researcher Daniel
Aeschbach is Head of
the Division of Flight
Physiology at the Institute
of Aerospace Medicine
(DLR) and lectures at Harvard Medical School.

Ruhr region. It can be
found online at www.
kunstgebiet.ruhr and
contains regularly updated information about
the region’s art, artists,
and institutions. The
project, which receives
funding from the RAG
Foundation, also contains
biographies, art-historical
analyses of works of art,

and pre-prepared routes
through the Ruhr region.
One of these routes
visits various mine heaps,
where a program titled
“Art and Coal” highlights
several artists and their
works (some of them
largely forgotten) who
were the product of the
mining industry or whose
art focused on mining.

Photography: at digital VG BILD-KUNST, BONN 2014, firo/Augenklick | Illustration: Lyndon Hayes/dutchuncle | Graphics: C3 Visual Lab
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people and values
facts+figures

Five years before the
team’s World Cup
victory: Well-known
faces at Germany’s
under-21 team in 2009

figures

True
Values
60 %
avoid/reduce stress
55 %
more time for family/friends
55 %
more sport
48 %
more time for myself
48 %
eat healthier
34 %
lose weight

CHANGE TAKES TIME
Jürgen Klinsmann once called the
German Football Association ossified. Two weeks later he was head
coach of the national team—and
got to work. He thought it would
take ten years—a good guess.
June 23, 2004
Bastian Schweinsteiger, Philip Lahm,
Miroslav Klose, and
Lukas Podolski leave
the field in shame
after their team drops
out of the European
Cup preliminaries. But
everything will soon
get better.
Ten years
That’s how long one
would need “to take
the joint apart” and put
it back together in a
new form, said Jürgen
Klinsmann about the
DFB shortly after he
left the team. He criticized its training meth-

3

measures
for
relaunching
Germany’s national
soccer team

1

Yoga: In addition to
protecting the players
against injuries, yoga
helped them be more
relaxed amid all the
media frenzy.

2

Training: Although
the new, dynamic
exercises initially met
with disapproval, they
are now standard.

3

Sport psychology:
Klinsmann adopted
this from the NBA.
“The players encounter stressful situations
that they’re not prepared for,” he says.
1 ⁄ 2015
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ods, management—
and everything else. “I
feel like the machinery
has been in place in
Germany for the past
20 years,” he said.
Two weeks later, he
became the new head
coach of the national
team. He immediately
began implementing
his ten-year plan.
Inhibitions Klinsmann
hired yoga trainer
Patrick Broome and
made course attendance mandatory.
Says Broome, “I was
impressed that the
players were already
so enthusiastic and
concentrated during
the first training unit.”
Warmup
Stretching as a warmup exercise? How
old-fashioned. The
new fitness coach,

Marc Verstegen,
introduced new, more
dynamic exercises. He
was supported by team
doctor Hans-Wilhelm
Müller-Wohlfahrt.
The players’ stamina
increased and they became less injury-prone.
Ethnic diversity
The team became
more ethnically
diverse. In the 2006
World Cup, five players had an immigration
background. In 2010,
it was half the team,
and in 2014 people
stopped counting.
July 13, 2014
Mario Götze scored
a goal in the 113th
minute of the game,
making Germany the
World Champion!
Klinsmann’s plan was
finally fulfilled after ten
years and 20 days.

New Year’s resolutions
don’t have to be kept for
long to express people’s
wishes and reveal where
problems occur. The
most severe problem is
that time pressures at
work mean that people
have too little time for
their families. Losing
weight is only in sixth
place. Furthermore, half
of the people surveyed
in Germany keep their
resolutions for more
than four months.
Source: Forsa/DAK

Days of sickness
75 per 1000
insured
50 persons
25
0
2004

2013

Ill due to burn-out
After flaring up, the
flame suddenly goes
out. Germany is witnessing a dramatic increase in the number of
sick days due to burnout. People who devote
all of their energies to
their jobs often overtax
themselves. Burnout
symptoms tell us that
we should shift gears
and take it slow. People
who are affected by
burnout should sort out
what’s important and
what’s not.
Source: Statista

30.7
percent of the company founders in Germany
are older than 45. One
tenth of these entrepreneurs have already
celebrated their 55th
birthdays.
Source: RKW
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“What do
creativity and
a zest for life
have to do with
growing old?”
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people and values
portraits

ONLY THOSE
WHO CHANGE
STAY TRUE TO
THEMSELVES

How should new things enter the world, if not through a change
in our own attitudes? In this issue we present five people who
begin by changing themselves over and over again. And in the
process they regularly push the envelope, sweep aside prejudices,
and ultimately change the world

The chameleon
How David Bowie,
68, has been reinventing himself—and
pop music—for half a
century.

People say he’s a chameleon, but in fact it’s
the other way around:
David Bowie doesn’t
adapt himself to the
environment—the
environment adapts
itself to him. That’s
because Bowie sets
trends—in the 1960s,
the 1970s, the 1980s,

and even today. He was
the androgynous Ziggy
Stardust, Aladdine
Sane with a lightning
flash on his face, the
Thin White Duke in a
white shirt, and Major
Tom, the man who
fell to earth. The only
constant element is
that for decades this

British pop star has always worn a suit when
he’s not on stage, for a
simple and convincing
reason. “When you’re
wearing a suit, you’re
simply treated differently—better,” he says.
Current bands such as
Arcade Fire (as well as
Marylin Manson) are

inspired by him, just as
Nick Cave was in the
past. Lady Gaga toys
with his motifs, as Madonna did before her.
Thanks to his subtle
perceptions, Bowie has
always been a catalyst
for the spirit of the
times. “I’m not a rock
star,” he says. “I’m a

collector. I collect personalities and ideas.”
He calls himself a
Lego kit—a box full of
colored blocks that he
has been combining
in innovative ways for
almost 50 years now.
Colored blocks that can
be made into anything.

1 ⁄ 2015 the magazine from evonik industries
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How Susan Cain, 46,
is saving silence in a
world of extroverts

On a January morning,
Susan Cain woke up and
made a decision. She left
her life as a Wall Street
lawyer behind her, read
books, thought hard, and
wrote. Soon after that
she published a book

called Quiet: The Power
of Introverts in a World
That Can’t Stop Talking.
Okay, Cain said to herself
that morning, I’m going
to become something
new: a public introvert.
One year later, she ven-

tured out onto a major
public stage. She held a
TED talk that has by now
been viewed more than
ten million times. “It was
a metamorphosis,” Cain
says. Bill Gates became
a fan of hers, and Cain’s

book became a bestseller. At least one in
every three people is an
introvert. These are people who have to work in
open-plan offices, even
though they would be
more productive if they

worked alone. They are
pupils who are expected
to learn through group
work, even though they
can learn more effectively in a quiet room by
themselves. Cain wants
to help them.

“Our schools and
our workplaces
have been
developed for
extroverts”

1 ⁄ 2015 the magazine from evonik industries
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Lord of the air
How Jan Boklöv
from Sweden, 48,
revolutionized ski
jumping.
It’s possible that Jan
Boklöv became a
pioneer by accident.
There was a strong
updraft when he made
the training jump
in Falun, Sweden in
September 1987 that
launched a new style
of ski jumping. Legend
has it that a gust of
wind forced his legs
apart as he was sailing
down the slide. Boklöv
evened out the wind
pressure by making a
wide V with his skis—
and then he jumped.
“I felt immediately that
this style enables you
to lie back more effectively on the cushion
of air,” Boklöv said
later. He followed his
intuition and remained
true to this new technique, even though
critics mocked him as a
“scissors jumper” and
judges punished him
by giving him lower
scores for posture.
Skiing officials criticized his “break with
tradition.”
But the introverted
redhead Boklöv, who
used to stand and
smoke in the finish
area and trained less
often than his competitors, soared above
his rivals. In 1989 he
won the World Cup
overall in ski jumping. Since 1992 there
has no longer been a
penalty for the V-style
of ski jumping that
put Boklöv back in the
mid-rankings of ski
jumpers. And today
everyone jumps
that way.

1 ⁄ 2015 the magazine from evonik industries
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“It simply
happened to me.
And suddenly
I was flying
90 meters instead
of 70 meters”
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portraits

Philanthropist
How Mo Ibrahim,
68, fights corruption—in order to help
an entire continent
make progress.
Africa has an image
problem, according
to the man who is
trying to solve it: Mo
Ibrahim, a mobile
communications pioneer, billionaire, and
philanthropist. The
West is only aware of
the corrupt leaders
in Africa, Ibrahim
says. “Imagine how it
would be if the only
Europeans I knew of
were Hitler, Mussolini, and Milosevic,” he
says.
Ibrahim says he built
up his company, Celtel, which has brought
mobile telephony to
24 million Africans in
15 countries, “without
paying anyone a single
cent in bribes.” Now
he’s trying to fight
corruption with an
unusual approach.
Since 2007, his Mo
Ibrahim Foundation
has been offering an
annual prize of $5 million and a handsome
pension to democratically elected heads of
state who have been
successful and then
voluntarily retired.
The award has been
presented to an
eligible recipient only
three times in all.
Ibrahim is able to
finance this award
because he sold his
company for $3.4 billion. He put about half
of this sum into his
foundation and paid
out $500 million to his
employees. “I can only
sleep in one bed and
eat three meals a day,”
Ibrahim says.

1 ⁄ 2015 the magazine from evonik industries
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“We Africans
have to finally
start helping
ourselves”
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Queen of Punk

It’s evening, and
Vivienne Westwood is
How the fashion
walking through her
designer Vivienne West- studio and collecting
wood, 73, stays young
empty plastic bottles for
at heart
the recycling bin. She’s
the leading institution
for fashion “Made in
England” and one of the
inventors of punk, and
she can busy herself for

Photography: ddpimages/interTOPICS/Photoshot

“People should
try hard to be
less stupid. That
would look best
on them”

hours with the worn-out
heel of a sock. She hates
handbags and considers
possessions a nuisance.
For her, the perfect day
consists of lying in bed
and reading. “When you
do that, you’re in contact
with the best brains,”
she says. This may be
Westwood’s secret.

“I consider fashion a
tiresome duty. I judge
myself only according to
what I think,” she says.
In her work, she dismantles, rethinks, mixes,
and puts things together
again in new ways. She’s
been doing that since
the 1970s, when her
boyfriend at the time,

Malcolm McLaren, asked
her to design costumes
for the Sex Pistols. Ever
since then, this lady with
the fiery red hair has
been regarded as the
Queen of Punk. The title
has not kept her from
bringing the Western
style to the catwalk,
followed by the Pirate

style, plus lots of other
styles that have caught
her fancy. Christian
Lacroix copied her short
rococo skirts, Gaultier
her underwear fashions, and Lagerfeld her
corsets. And nowadays
the superstar Pharrell
Williams wears a gigantic Westwood hat.
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essay

Which is better?
Radical breaks—or continual change?

Which Way Forward?
Change is a good thing. But how can it be controlled? For example, everyone admires Apple,
Google, Facebook, Uber, and Tesla—but are these bold challengers of their respective industries
effective models for other companies? Over 15 years ago, a Harvard professor published a book
that described the strategies of the Californian startups and made “disruption” a magic word. Many
movers and shakers regard old structures as burdensome ballast that has to be discarded. In this
essay, the economist and author Holm Friebe sorts out and explains these concepts. According to
Friebe, the golden mean between destruction and stagnation is self-renewal

Holm Friebe is the
Managing Director of
the Zentrale Intelligenz
Agentur, a professor
of design theory, and a
nonfiction author.
In 2006 he collaborated
with co-author Sascha
Lobo to publish Wir
nennen es Arbeit. Die
digitale Bohème oder intelligentes Leben jenseits
der Festanstellung (We
call it work: The digital
Bohème, or Intelligent
life beyond a steady job).
Together with Thomas
Ramge, he published
Marke Eigenbau. Der
Aufstand der Massen
gegen die Massenproduktion (The do-it-yourself brand: The masses’
uprising against mass
production), a catchy
commentary on the
transformation of the
economy

A specter is stalking the economy. It’s called
Disruption, it travels in the slipstream of digitization, and many well-established companies are afraid of it. Disruption, which literally means
“rupture, demolition, breakdown,” refers to discontinuous leaps in technologies, sectors, and business
models—leaps that take captains of industry with their
traditional business areas by surprise.
This concept was popularized by Clayton Christensen, a professor at Harvard Business School. In his
book The Innovator’s Dilemma, published in 1997, he presented an outline of his thesis, which has been influencing the thinking of entrepreneurs large and small
ever since.
According to Christensen, companies that grew up
with innovations, such as those in the semiconductor
and computer industries, are especially vulnerable to
disruptive upheavals. Their past successes, which cause
them to consolidate into large and sluggish structures,
end up being their Achilles heel.
The book’s catchy message is that the managers of
such companies may do everything right according to
the book—they may be innovative within the bounds
of what they already know, and they may have a good
sense of what their loyal customers want. Nonetheless,
they can still fail spectacularly as agile rivals who are
free of historic ballast sweep them out of the market.
The early bird gets the worm, but the second mouse gets
the cheese.

A thesis for the dot-com wave

The book was wind in the sails of California dot-coms,
which regarded themselves at the turn of the millennium as the avant-garde of a completely new economy.
The “new economy” bubble soon burst, but even that
didn’t slow down the triumphal march of “disruption”
as a buzzword of the era. Since then, countless consulting agencies and management conferences have been
blazoning this term on their banners, and US universities offer degree programs in “disruption studies.”
“Watch out for disruption! Save your business model!”
was the title of the German edition of the Harvard Business Manager in February 2013.
Another book called Big Bang Disruption went a step
further. Its authors, the journalist Larry Downes and the

corporate consultant Paul Nunes, claimed that disruptive innovation would be followed by the age of “devastating innovation.” In other words, progress would act
as a natural disaster, a perfect tsunami. The motto was
“disrupt or be disrupted,” “eat or be eaten.” This is the
alarmist soundtrack of the present. But does everyone
agree? “Most big ideas have loud critics. Not disruption,” wrote Jill Lepore in an attention-getting article
in the New Yorker in the summer of 2014. She went on
to forcefully develop this critical thesis. Lepore teaches
history at Harvard, so the quarrel became a titillating
feud between insiders. Disruption, went Lepore’s central argument, is a vague and hermetic concept. In retrospect, many of the things that initially seem to be the
destructive effects of disruptive innovation turn out to
be simply the results of bad management.

Spiced with a pinch of paranoia

Contrary to the disruption thesis, Lepore argued, major
companies ranging from steelmakers to chip producers have proved to be extremely innovative and capable of survival. She noted that the concept of disruption
incidentally fits in very well with the mood of the USA
since 9/11. In line with the rather hysterical metaphor of
asymmetrical conflicts and culture wars, sneaky startups such as Uber and Airbnb are “attacking” slow-moving sectors in the same way that terrorists attack national states. “The eighteenth century embraced the idea of
progress; the nineteenth century had evolution; the
twentieth century had growth and then innovation. Our
era has disruption, which, despite its futurism, is atavistic,” Lepore concludes. “It’s a theory of history founded
on a profound anxiety about financial collapse, an apocalyptic fear of global devastation, and shaky evidence.”
Even though Lepore’s criticism goes wide of the
mark in many places, she’s right when she points out
that the Emperor Disruption’s new clothes are very
flimsy—in other words, that the term “disruption” is
used in an inflationary way and is not sufficient to explain the world. Even Clayton Christensen admitted
that in an equally energetic rebuttal. Lepore’s most authoritative defender was the Nobel Prize laureate Paul
Krugman, who explicitly praised Lepore’s article in his
blog, using Germany, of all countries, as the best counterexample to the disruption theory.
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“[Suddenly] everyone
is either disrupting
or being disrupted”
Jill Lepore

Radical disruption?
Some innovations come in
with a bang—for example,
the iPod and the smartphone
via the music industry. But
how do organizations that
don’t want this kind of bang
renew themselves?
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Or gradual change?
“Crossing the river by feeling
the stones” was China’s motto
for self-renewal. Economists
now also say that companies
can change themselves
according to this principle

How does Germany manage to be a global “export powerhouse” in spite of its high labor costs? “Not by constantly coming out with revolutionary new products, but
by producing very high-quality goods for which people
are willing to pay premium prices,” Krugman wrote.
“That which is falling should also be pushed!” wrote
Nietzsche in his novel Thus Spoke Zarathustra, and adherents of the religion of disruption agree. But perhaps
after almost two decades of runaway popularity the
concept itself is ripe for some creative destruction. “So
here’s a revolutionary thought: maybe we need to do
less disruption and put more effort into doing whatever
we do well,” Krugman concludes. That certainly isn’t
news for a German engineer. Maybe the pendulum will
now swing back and the frequently ridiculed concept of
incremental innovation will be publicly rehabilitated.
Unless a company is swept up in the avalanche of
digitization, as Kodak was, it’s really true that “slow
and steady wins the race.” Between paralysis and the
frantic activity born of fear lies a golden path of substantial self-renewal. As with compound interest, even
small systematic steps can accumulate and increase
their effect exponentially over time.
The motto for this process—“Crossing the river by
feeling the stones”—comes from Deng Xiaoping, who
boldly entered a post-communist future, together with
a billion Chinese, in 1980.

Die Stein-Strategie
(The stone strategy)
is Holm Friebe’s latest
book. Clever, elegant,
and full of many entertaining examples from
the fields of business,
politics, and cultural
history, this essay points
to the dangers of quick
solutions and calls for
the contrary strategy of
“wait and see”

This adaptive strategy has been an economic success, not
only for China—the world’s most populous country—but
also for major “supertankers” in the West that have used
constant metamorphosis to pull themselves out of the
swamp of generic competition by their own bootstraps.
For example, IBM has repeatedly been declared dead, yet
in fact it has been flexibly switching back and forth between its supporting leg and its free leg for over a century.
It has gone from punchcards to mainframes and on to
PCs, laptops, IT solutions, and cloud services.

Cell division rather than destruction

Traditional German companies have been equally flexible. For example, Mannesmann, which originally produced steel pipes, has mutated into the mobile communications group Vodafone. The Hanover-based mixed
mining group Preussag has reinvented itself as Tui, the
global market leader in the tourism sector. And even
the divested parts have not completely fallen by the
wayside. Instead, they are often successfully continued under a new name, such as IBM’s laptops at Lenovo
and Mannesmann’s pipes at Salzgitter AG. It’s a process
of cell division rather than destruction. The image of
progress we can derive from these observations is not
a battle scene depicting an asymmetrical cyberwar between an innovative David and a stumbling giant; it’s a
lively panorama of a diverse ecosystem where evolution
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“Believing that disruption is a formula that will enable one to magically avoid
the fundamental uncertainty of the future generates a false sense of security.
If we nonetheless want to learn something from Clayton Christensen and his
theory, which he has refined over the years, it is this: It’s much better to cannibalize yourself. If you don’t do it, someone else will.” Holm Friebe

and adaptation rule. This panorama corresponds to the
thesis that Nassim Taleb, the great skeptic among futurologists, presented in his masterwork Antifragile. It’s
the idea that highly developed monocultures are vulnerable to external shocks. By contrast, many-faceted
biotopes can rise to meet the challenge of such shocks
and thus become indestructible. Diversified industrial
groups with good capital cushioning even have a potential advantage over highly tuned startups.
According to Taleb, the future is always a bit more
surprising than we expected, so it needs a broadly based portfolio of future options. Conversely, too
much planning makes companies vulnerable to “black
swans”—unpredictable developments and unplanned
innovation shocks (which are not to be confused with
obvious digital disruption).
Taleb is thus in fundamental opposition to the club
of future and trend researchers, change managers, and
strategic advisors. He also doesn’t like strategic planning, which “blinds a company to options by tying itself
up and deciding on a path that is not opportunistic,” he
says. Friedrich Dürrenmatt based his theory of drama
on a similar idea: “The more human beings proceed by
plan, the more effectively they may be hit by accident.”

Illustrationen: Hendrik Abrahams, C3 Visual Lab

Looking for new sources

That’s why it’s completely rational to play things by ear
and opportunistically adapt oneself to new developments through trial and error. Things that prove to be
useful for the future are expanded. Taleb calls this process “rational and opportunistic business drift”—the
iterative searching movements made by major organizations over several generations as they look for new
sources of value creation.
Taleb offers a number of examples: “Coca-Cola began as a pharmaceutical product. Tiffany & Co., the
luxury jewelry store company, started life as a stationery store. The last two examples are close, perhaps, but
consider next: Raytheon, which made the first missile
guidance system, was a refrigerator maker (…) Now,
more remarkable: Nokia, who used to be the top mobile
phone maker, began as a paper mill (at some stage they
were into rubber shoes). DuPont, now famous for the
Teflon coating of nonstick cooking pans, Corian countertops, and the durable fabric Kevlar, actually started out as an explosives company. Avon, the cosmetics
company, started out in door-to-door book and magazine sales.”
In view of recent developments, Nokia doesn’t seem
to be a good example of the success of adaptive strategies after all. While it was developing a broad range of
different models in an effort to serve all mobile phone
trends, it overlooked the actual trend that was established by the iPhone: a smartphone model for everyone.
On the other hand, the disruption approach would not

have saved Nokia from the crash either. Even Clayton
Christensen once admitted in an interview that “the
prediction of the theory would be that Apple won’t
succeed with the iPhone, [but] history speaks pretty
loudly on that.” All this is confirmed by the most recent
report that Nokia’s network segment is thriving now
that it has dropped the unneeded ballast of the mobile
phone business, and that the company is once again in
the black. It looks as though Nokia, which was already
declared dead, is once again shedding its old skin and
entering a new future-oriented incarnation.
The future is an open race. Startups as well as major
industrial groups can stumble at any time and skid off
the road. Even innovative giants like Apple and Google
are not immune to that possibility. But believing that
disruption is a formula that will enable one to magically
avoid the fundamental uncertainty of the future generates a false sense of security. If we nonetheless want
to learn something from Clayton Christensen and his
theory, which he has refined over the years, it is this:
It’s much better to cannibalize yourself. If you don’t do
it, someone else will.
The question is how huge organizations can arm
themselves against disruption. The answer that Christensen has distilled from his academic work and even
more from his practical consulting work is that a new
idea should be implemented in a truly independent
spun-off department that functions like a startup and
ideally is physically separate from the company’s headquarters. This answer is counterintuitive, and it’s not
compatible with the system of decision-making coordinates that CEOs usually use. That’s why it’s so seldom
put into practice.

Shaping small revolutions

Why should a company invent everything from scratch
if it has in-house experts whose deep experience it can
benefit from? The answer is simple: because it shouldn’t
contaminate the new business area with the learned
experience the company already has. No matter how
valuable the expertise collected by companies might
be, it sometimes reproduces the blind spots and dead
ends of the organization, as well as the “truths” it has
always followed but has never reflected on.
If we don’t want tomorrow to be just like yesterday,
we have to systematically unlearn things and fail faster and better. This art consists of ultimately integrating
these decentralized hotspots and fast breeders of innovation with companies’ core business areas so that
there are no conflicts between the two cultures.
Shaping many small revolutions in a way that creates a continuous course of reform and gradual self-renewal—that will be the most important management
challenge of the future.

Clayton Christensen
In his book The Innovator’s Dilemma, which
was published in 1997,
the Harvard economist
described how young
entrepreneurs are using
new technologies to
overturn entire business
sectors—the retail trade,
the computer industry,
and the media. Ever
since then, Google,
eBay, Apple, Amazon,
and Facebook have been
widely admired examples
of disruptive conquerors
of entire sectors

Jill Lepore
The Harvard history
professor Jill Lepore
published her much-discussed essay “The Disruption Machine” in the
US magazine The New
Yorker in the summer of
2014. She argued that
Christensen’s theory
spreads panic, is based on
flimsy evidence, and is
too simplistic. According
to Lepore, it is blind to
important aspects such
as continuity and security
and is therefore not a
good model
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Martin Herrmann,
photographed here in his
wife’s studio, trained as a
physician but subsequently left the field of medicine.
His network, Herrmann &
Associates, is a clearinghouse for senior advisers
and coaches who support
change processes
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Steps into
the Unknown

Those who want something new have to let go of the old. Such a parting often causes pain and sometimes brings fear. Martin Herrmann
shows companies how they can break through their old patterns
and enter new terrain. He knows that perfect control is not possible,
and that the path to success always leads through uncertainty

Photography: Markus Burke

Mr. Herrmann, when people are
afraid they break out in a sweat,
their hearts race, and their glands
release stress hormones.
What’s actually happening in
these situations?
Martin Herrmann: Our fear of change is
very natural, it’s inborn. It has an important function in evolution: It warns
us of unknown outcomes and possible
dangers. There are always problems when
people try to suppress or deny their fear.
What happens when people
suppress their fear?
Herrmann: The fear paralyzes them. For
example, it stops them from shouldering
responsibility or talking about unpleasant topics. The same thing can happen in
companies. Let me give you an example
from my own experience. A company
spent over 20 years of development work
on a major project. Shortly before it was
to be handed over to the customer, a part
was discovered to have been wrongly
designed—and the company lost millions
as a result. Such planning errors are often
known in-house long before they become
public, but people only talk about them
either furtively or not at all. Everyone’s
afraid of being the bearer of bad news
who is then beheaded.
But after all, that’s a realistic fear.
Herrmann: Of course it is. That’s why we
have to develop organizational structures

in which it’s always possible to talk
about the things that are really critical
and unpleasant.
Actually, everyone ought to be
interested in clarity and the truth.
Why do people make unpleasant topics
a taboo?
Herrmann: If people talk seriously with
one another, and don’t just say what the
other person wants to hear, sometimes
things that haven’t been planned come

“There is no
security. That’s
the first step
toward insight”
to light. But as long as every employee
only argues in terms of his or her own
department, its internal logic, and its
goals, everything seems to be all right.
The problems arise only at the interfaces—or, to put it differently, at the edge of a
complex process, in the fractal breaks.
What do you mean
by “fractal breaks”?
Herrmann: Decisions that seem sensible
from the standpoint of economic logic
can lead to failure in unexpected ways.
British Airways, for example, found this
out when it laid off many employees of

the company that was responsible for its
board catering. It laid off an especially
large number of employees at Heathrow
because the work they were doing was
not very cost-effective. Nobody had realized that the laid-off employees included
many women from families with Pakistani origins whose husbands, brothers-in-law, sons, and friends worked as
baggage handlers. As a result, a total of
1,000 members of the ground staff staged
a spontaneous strike. About 70,000 passengers with hungry stomachs and only
a water bottle to quench their thirst were
stranded in various places throughout the
world without any luggage, and British
Airways had a problem.
How could things have been
done differently?
Herrmann: If British Airways had looked
at the problem in greater depth, instead of
simply downsizing for efficiency’s sake, it
would have at least realized the interdependency of its personnel. Then it might
have found a gentler solution or at least
prepared itself for confrontations. Today
British Airways pays greater attention to
its processes. In a global world, it’s not
only goods that flow back and forth—services do too. This means that people are
still responsible for the success of the
company, and it also means that you can’t
precisely calculate all the consequences of
your decisions. There’s always an element
of uncertainty.
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Herrmann: First of all, through the insight
that there is no such thing as absolute
security. We’re always surfing on the edge
of chaos, as my American partner Richard
Pascale once put it. This incalculability is
a principle of life. For example, our hearts
beat with a minimal degree of irregularity, and that enables them to flexibly react
to physical exertion, stress, and other
challenges. Systems that function with
rigid regularity are doomed to failure.
All the same, people need security. How
can we reconcile our need for security
with the integration of insecurity?
Herrmann: You’ve said it already:
through the integration of insecurity.
For example, we found out that too much
security is counterproductive. It can even
lead people to engage in riskier behavior
and ultimately to more accidents.

“Too much security
is dangerous. It can
even lead to more
accidents”

Martin Herrmann, 57, studied medicine
at the University of Freiburg. After completing his clinical training in psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy, he
switched to working with organizations
and established Herrmann & Associates
in 1997. Together with his international network of consultants, he supports
change processes, for example at Novartis, Shell, BMW, Airbus, Goldman Sachs,
Zürich Versicherung, and Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich. Herrmann
has also developed a special leadership
training course that is oriented toward
reorganization and implementation
processes: “Challenge X,” which is based
on organizational sociology, psychology,
philosophy, and complexity research.

How does one live with uncertainty?
Herrmann: By accepting it. It’s true that
fear is tremendously important and that it
has a productive aspect. It forces us to develop, expand our identity, and learn new
things. I’ve also spent many a sleepless
night when I had a task to do and still had
no idea where to look for solutions. This
stage of confusion is part of the process.
You have to get through it, but you can
also learn how to deal with it.

How do companies learn how to deal
with their fear?
Herrmann: For example, by creating
spaces where people can meet in small
groups across hierarchies to talk about
problems they are concerned about. There
has to be a secure framework and mutual
respect. In many cases, the initial issue is
not the company itself but personal goals,
frustrations, and ideals. Fears also have to
be investigated so that people can understand why they’ve occurred and what’s
behind them. If we look behind the fear,
in most cases things get exciting—that’s
where you’ll find the creative potential
for change. By talking to one another,
the participants learn that even if they
live and work in completely different
worlds they ask similar questions again
and again. They learn that our previous
behavior patterns can’t adequately solve
some of the problems that crop up.
Every company has to protect
itself against genuine risks.
How can it do that?

That’s a phenomenon we’ve known
about ever since the introduction of
bike helmets. It’s currently a vexed
question in skiing areas, thanks to
avalanche airbags.
Herrmann: That’s right. We shouldn’t
ignore uncertainty. Instead, we have to
respect it as a circumstance that occurs
alongside order. Complexity research that
focuses on business uses the term “sweet
point.” When a certain number of people,
a kind of critical mass, talk to one another
about their sense of insecurity, the result
is security and creativity. Small impulses
can generate massive changes.
Some entrepreneurs would object that
they need business success rather than
creativity for creativity’s sake.
Herrmann: You can’t separate the one
from the other—at least not in the long
run. Most companies are dominated by
short-term economic considerations.
Creativity is often neglected in favor of
efficiency because creativity is not organized according to linear patterns and
is therefore expensive. However, in the
medium and long terms it’s the steps into
the unknown that are a sure source of the
innovation and renewal we need—exactly
the way it happens in biological evolution.
Does that mean companies should now
adopt the principle of constant trial
and error? Should they give up any
attempt at planning?
Herrmann: Plans are great—but only as
long as we’re prepared to give up plans
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“In the confrontation
with the unknown
we often lose our belief
in our abilities”
and principles whenever they don’t
work. For example, in medicine there are
lifesaving medicines for certain illnesses. But in traditional common illnesses
such as high blood pressure, diabetes,
and asthma, up to half of the sufferers
either don’t use these medicines at all or
use them the wrong way. These expensive
medicines land in the garbage and even
pose risks to the environment there. Who
is to blame here: the patient, or the doctor
who chooses the wrong approach? The
situation won’t change as long as patients
and doctors aren’t talking to one another.
Is that why you left the field
of medicine?
Herrmann: Yes. In the field of medicine,
the structures of the healthcare system
strongly influence the quality of patient
care—in other words, the results of medical care. That’s a huge blind spot. But if we
only stick to figures and quantification,
we won’t make any progress.

Photography: Markus Burke | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

What do you recommend?
Herrmann: In healthcare, the dominant concept for all areas of life is that
of “technical” approaches to problem-solving. The aim is to influence the
variables in such a way that the standard conditions are restored. But in the
case of chronic illnesses, it would make
more sense to proceed in an “adaptive”
way—in other words, to ask ourselves
why so many people have backaches and
whether operations can really bring a
positive change. Both the causes and the
solutions of chronic illnesses lie outside
the medical system, in people’s lifestyles.
We don’t need only the professional view
of the situation—we need a variety of
perspectives.
Do companies also need a variety of
perspectives?
Herrmann: Of course they do. Managers
calculate on the basis of hard facts and
cool logic. Business management and
economics are full of such calculation
models, even when the issue involves
employees. But it becomes evident again
and again that other factors such as values or the capacity for innovation are the
keys to success or failure. For example,
it’s a positive move if a company allows its
employees to participate in a description
of the challenges and risks of the year
ahead and to use these ideas as the basis
of recommendations for the company’s

Thinking
Together

Martin Herrmann gets people
talking to one another. That’s
always the first step toward
sustainable solutions.

1

A transnational aircraft
manufacturer produces
components in a German
plant. The low exchange rate for
the dollar and the freezing of the
defense budget send the company
into a tailspin. The company operates with a deficit in 1994, and
in 1996 the management boldly
undertakes a radical transformation. It decides to decentralize the
organization, which was formerly
centrally organized. The core
processes are redesigned, the
IT structures changed, and 100
managerial positions are reopened
for hiring to company employees.
This concept was developed in
three months by an Action Lab,
for which nine popular managers
were released from their other
work responsibilities. The restructuring was a success. The plant
was saved and is still producing
components today.

2

A German mobile radio
company has to either
save €200 million or go
bankrupt. This means that the
company’s budget has to be cut
by at least ten percent. Should
every department’s budget be
cut by the same amount? An
open dialogue between all the
departments leads the participants to give up their “ivory
tower” attitude—in favor of a
structural change that involves
layoffs but saves the company.

operations. This leads to a kind of “immunization,” and the employees deal with
any risks that occur in a more relaxed and
proactive way.
Nonetheless, there’s a huge fear of
change in many companies, especially
among the employees.
Herrmann: That’s understandable. For
example, the third Industrial Revolution,
the Internet of Things, and the connection of digital technologies with modern
energy systems—all of these things will
change our working world. All of us have

to reorient ourselves. And that makes
it all the more important not to obscure
this fact through the rhetoric of change.
It’s not smart to glorify the path to a new
future if everyone realizes that this will
require restructuring. But examples have
shown us that we can find solutions by
communicating with one another.
Is globalization further increasing our
fear of change?
Herrmann: On the one hand it is, because
it adds the dimension of “foreignness.”
The confrontation with the unknown
chips away at our identity. We lose our
belief in our abilities and values. We have
to let some things go, but we also gain
other things.
What exactly are we gaining?
Herrmann: Variety. Among other things,
we develop a variety of responses to the
challenges of globalization.
You also work for the GAVI Foundation,
a Geneva-based worldwide alliance
to promote vaccination. What kinds
of experiences have you had with
globalization there?
Herrmann: The goal of this public-private
partnership, which includes UNICEF,
the WHO, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, and others, is to immunize
the children in the poorest regions of the
world against high-risk illnesses. Incidentally, this is a good example of the fact
that global projects like this one can’t be
implemented according to a universally
valid pattern. We have to include every
recipient nation in a different way, and we
face new issues every time. But awareness
of this uncertainty also enables us to find
unconventional solutions.
Where do you get your confidence that
you can find the right solutions?
Herrmann: From philosophy, because it
reflects on the basic aspects of our lives.
Hannah Arendt has been an important
influence on me, because she focused very
strongly on an active life, the vita activa.
She believed in the potential of human
beings—especially after experiencing
two totalitarian systems. She defined
the active life not as the production of
things but as change through the force of
sharing—change that moves forward into
an unknown future. We’ll necessarily
always have a fear of the future, to keep
us from sliding into a false sense
of security.

Petra Thorbrietz loves chaos (as
a concept) and hates predictability.
She is a science journalist who has
written for publications including
Geo, Chrismon, and Focus Schule
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Eternal
Renewal!
“A magic dwells in each beginning,” wrote Hermann Hesse. It’s the
magic of transformation, new beginnings, unpredictability. Four
examples of change: in history, nature, religion, and the Eternal City
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A new freedom: On the night of November 9, 1989, jubilant East Berliners cross the border to the West at
Checkpoint Charlie without any obstacles for the first time ever. The fall of the Berlin Wall was the result of a
peaceful revolution from within—which had never happened before in German history—and a process
of self-renewal that no one would have expected of the Germans. Not even the Germans themselves
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The Alps stand imposing and self-sufficient, with no room for human beings. Those who dare to defy them must work hard. The
Alps have not changed, but our view of them has. They’ve become a challenge that climbers long to conquer—simply “because
they’re there.” In the past, mountaineers had to find their own routes, but today the way to the summit is marked out by signs.
No less than three hiking trails lead climbers to the 2,677-meter-high peak of Mangart (photo) in Slovenia
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During the Agnis Kavadi festival in Perunguzhi in southern India, devout Hindus run barefoot through a
fire in order to honor Muruga, the god of heroic valor. This path to inner peace is part of their faith. New
Year, Ramadan, fasting periods, and sabbaticals—no religion and no culture in the world can do without
rituals for cleansing, liberating oneself from the past, and making a new beginning
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The Coliseum, a symbol of imperial rule, testifies to the ease with which the Eternal City keeps
reinventing itself. The ruins of this arena, where human beings once were slaughtered en masse
to entertain the crowd, are today bathed in colored light whenever a country somewhere on
earth abolishes capital punishment
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cor por ate change

Don’t dismay. Failure makes us
smart and successful!

All
Change

“I’ve learned more from my mistakes then from my successes,”
said tennis champ Boris Becker
several years ago. His statement
was correct, since mistakes are a
source of progress. If people detect
a mistake, they are motivated to
change, adapt, and reorganize.
Routines have to be reconsidered
and old structures need to be broken down. Unless, of course, the
mistake is too big and brings failure
in its wake.

such as shame, guilt, inferiority,
and anxiety. However, it also triggers a defensive reflex that causes people to ignore the problem.
According to Sennett, the way we
give failure room in our lives may
pursue us inwardly, but we rarely
discuss it with others.
So should failure be seen as an
opportunity? People who “forbid”
themselves to fail can’t learn from
their mistakes and thus limit their
opportunities for personal growth.
That’s true of individuals as well
as of society and organizations.
Although it doesn’t prevent us from

Failure is the last taboo, says U.S.
sociologist Richard Sennett. Failure
immediately generates feelings

Three People Who Thankfully Learned from Their Mistakes

1

Max Levchin, PayPal:
“My first three companies failed. The fourth?
No matter. The fifth
was PayPal.”

2

Holger Grethe, Zendepot:
“You don’t have to make
every mistake yourself—a good network
makes life easier.”

3

Chris Poole, 4Chan:
“My previous startup
failed—and I got an
education for a mere
$3.6 million.”

making fresh mistakes, it ensures
that the mistakes we make aren’t
the old, familiar ones.
Overcoming the stigma. The first
step toward the creation of a “culture of failure” is to overcome the
associated stigma—a step that’s
long overdue. Why not learn from
science? After all, many a scientific
finding was achieved as a result of
failed experiments.
Recently, FailCon in Berlin brought
together around 140 startup founders to talk about failure. All of the
participants could recount phases
during which they felt crushed
because they had almost or totally
wrecked their companies. Despite
this, none of them would describe
themselves as losers. Gina Bianchini recommends that we accept failure as a part of the startup process.
According to her, it’s not the things
that happen in life that are important, but the way we deal with
and process them. Bianchini was
the CEO of the online social media
platform Ning, which was based in
California. She left the company
shortly before it was sold.

Vodafone
Mannesmann used to
make steel pipes. In
1990, it also entered
the mobile communications business and was
immediately taken over
by Vodafone

TUI
Preussag used to focus
on coal and steel. When
the company reinvented itself in 2002, it
renamed itself TUI and
went into the tourism
business—a completely
new sector

Playmobil
Before the first Playmobil
figures were introduced,
the company produced
surfboards under its
actual name: Geobra
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Nokia
Before it made cell
phones, Nokia sold
paper, bicycle tires, and
rubber boots. But that’s
more than 50 years ago
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3 questions for

Half garage, half
office: Angelika
Mende’s project
space for car designers

Olaf Oldigs
“For brands,
self-renewal is
like the dream
of a fountain
of youth”

Photography: shutterstock, Fotolia (3), Indiapicture/Alamy, Affirm, Claudia Zurlo Photography, PR, Thomas Bruns, Angelika Mende | Illustration: Lyndon Hayes/dutchuncle

1

ROOM FOR IDEAS
How should
offices be
designed to promote creativity?
Angelika Mende
knows the answer. More and
more startups
are listening to
her suggestions

Well-being pays off
Angelika Mende
designs rooms for
the creative sector
whenever she isn’t
creating a curry
sausage trophy or
prehistoric teeth in
her “workshop for
the uncreatable.” “My
main aim is to create
a good working
atmosphere,” she
says. “People have to
feel well in the rooms
so that they can work
better. That’s my job.”
What needs what?
Mende has furnished
a project garage in
Berlin, the Design Research Lab at the University of Arts, and a
3,600-square-meter
office for T-Systems
Multi Media Solutions in Dresden. “I
always start by asking
questions: What
do people do here?
What do they need?”

Human chaos
After talking to the
boss, Mende talks
with the employees
about their needs.
For example, she
set up white lockers
with colorful keys
and numbers in the
project garage where
designers create
electronic systems for
cars. The designers
use the lockers to
store their private
property, because
the garage doesn’t
have any permanent
employees who could
decorate their cubicles
with family pictures.
Everything here is on
wheels: the tables,
the cabinets, and, of
course, the chairs.
Bright yellow power
sockets hang from
the ceiling, and the
furniture can be rolled
to wherever work
is being conducted at the moment.

Sometimes there are
six designers here,
at other times 20.
“I put myself in the
position of the people
who work here. The
only principle I have
is to give the rooms a
clear and clean look.
When people begin
working, they create
enough chaos as it is.”
Getting things
rolling
Mende’s rooms are
versatile and fun. She
has created places
of quiet, places that
promote concentrated
work, and places that
foster communication.
To ensure that people
don’t get tired of
the long corridors at
T-Systems in Dresden,
Mende put in twelve
scooters on which the
employees can zip
through the hallways.
Such movement also
inspires creativity.

Why do brands
have to renew
themselves?
Because they would
otherwise fail to keep
up with the times.
Renewal means
not being afraid of
change. Each brand
goes through several
phases: introduction,
growth, success, and,
in many cases, decline.
Companies have to
actively shape the
transition from one
phase to the next. The
tenser the transitions,
the greater the desire
will be for self-renewal.

2

How does that
work?
Smart companies
have a culture of
self-renewal as a
matter of course. They
constantly question
the status quo, launch
pilot projects, try out
new areas of business,
and also take risks that
might result in a minor
failure. Companies
that lack such a culture

need to get external
help. After all, you
can’t push a car from
the inside either.

3

What are the
worst possible
mistakes a company
can make in this
regard?
The desire for self-renewal generally arises
when it’s too late.
Self-renewal isn’t a
process that can be
implemented suddenly
or only in small areas.
It will fail miserably
if it isn’t supported
throughout the organization—from the boss
all the way down to
the doorman.

Olaf Oldigs
is one of three managing
directors of Markendienst,
an agency for holistic brand
development. He considers
himself to be someone
who thinks outside the
box and has a “broadband”
creative mind.

13.5

percent of the company founders
in Germany are “repeat offenders,”
according to the Institut für
Mittelstandsforschung in Bonn.
Some of them resolutely pursue
a new idea, while others take off
after a failed project.
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From Dictator to
Educator
South Korea The secret
of it’s success lies in a
mixture of education and
strict social order.
Fifty years ago, South Korea
was as badly off as the poorest countries of Africa. Today
it is home to the world’s
largest automobile plant and
largest shipyard, both owned
by Hyundai. And that’s not
to mention Samsung, the
only corporation capable of
taking on Apple in the cell
phone business. To grasp
this development, it’s vital to
appreciate the special South
Korean mentality: People
here attach equal importance
to education and a strict social
order.
It was General Park Chung
Hee who first saw this hidden
potential. A military coup
swept him to power in 1961,
and from then on he led the
country like an army. With
five-year plans, rigid state
control, and the support of
the state-controlled banking
sector, he drilled the South
Koreans to become corporate
soldiers. In 1965 he proclaimed a “year of labor” only
to follow it up in 1966 with a
“year of even more labor.”
In the meantime, the military
dictatorship has given way to
a parliamentary democracy,
yet South Korea is still different. The country regularly
takes the top spot in the PISA
study. To achieve this, many
kids sit at their homework until late in the night. And there
are more teachers working in
private education than in the
state sector. The pressure is
huge, but it ensures a regular
supply of the country’s most
important resource: people
willing to give their utmost.
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THE WORLD
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Part 1: How societies renew themselves

Nothing is set in stone. Things can
shake off their shackles and
determination last longer than
demonstrated by these countries

A Man of the People

Illustration: Mathis Rekowski

South Africa South Africans,
black and white, are still proud
today that apartheid was overcome
without bloodshed.
With the death of Nelson Mandela at
the age of 95, there departed a man
whose charisma and political instinct
were responsible for South Africa’s
largely peaceful transition from a
repressive regime to a functioning democracy. By 1990, with the economy
stagnating and the black population in
revolt, the old apartheid regime was
under enormous pressure. Mandela’s
release was the safety valve that prevented the country from boiling over—
not least because the former civil rights
activist battled tirelessly to achieve
reconciliation between black and white
South Africans. He gave to the one
without taking away everything from
the other. His election four years later
as the country’s first black president is
still a source of pride in South Africa,
despite the continuing difficulties
between black and white.
In May 2014, during the first elections
after Mandela’s death, posters bearing
his legacy were hung throughout the
country: “It’s now in your hands.”

always get better. People, companies, and entire countries
take on ambitious goals. And provided their strength and
a New Year’s resolution, they’ll achieve them too—as
that have pulled themselves up by their own bootstraps

The Family as the Seedbed of Renewal
Brazil In Brazil, the true star is the state, as the creator of a new social
order. The focus of all its activities are mothers, fathers and their children
Alphabetically speaking, Brazil is the first of the BRICS countries, which also
include Russia, India, China, and South Africa. Likewise, of all these emerging
or newly industrialized economies, none has risen so high from so low. In
Brazil, the father of this economic miracle is a man known simply as Lula. At
the age of seven, he arrived in São Paulo from a village in northern Brazil, together with his mother and seven siblings. In 2002 he was elected president,
at the fourth attempt.
Lula was never a believer in the self-regulating forces of capitalism. Instead, he
used the state as the instrument of a new social order. His most potent weapons
were “Fome Zero,” an initiative to provide families in need with food, and
“Bolsa Familia,” a welfare program that links benefits for mothers to the school
attendance of their children. In this way, 36 million families were able to escape
from poverty.
From a country that exists largely from the sale of its raw materials, Bolsa Familia
soon became a further export hit—as a shining example worldwide of how to
bridge the gap between rich and poor.
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Getting the
Job Done
Finland Few
countries are as brutally
honest with themselves
as Finland.

Paradise on
Earth
For Costa Rica,
conservation is a
national priority.
A mere 50 years ago,
the country paid a
bounty to every settler
who cleared remote
areas of rainforest and
turned them into—temporarily—fertile arable
land. It was only when
80 percent of the rain
forest was gone that
Costa Rica changed
tack. Since the 1980s,
the Central American
country has worked to
reconcile economy and
ecology, turning large
areas into natural parks.
One such reserve was
created to protect the
golden toad, a true toad
that was exclusively
found in an area of only
a few square kilometers
of Costa Rica and which

today is considered
extinct. A quarter of the
country, which is the
size of Lower Saxony, is
protected by the state,
and a further 10 percent by private bodies.
For decades now, Costa Rica has followed a
different path than its
neighboring countries.
The success of social
measures introduced
as early as the 1950s
have left Costa Rica
with a stable democracy. Its next aim is to
become the world’s
first carbon-neutral
country by 2021.

Others bemoan their lot,
but the Finns take a sober
look in the mirror and see
what needs to be done,
even if the remedy is painful. Three successive years
of recession, a doubling of
the national debt, unemployment at 10 percent,
and Nokia, the country’s
corporate flagship, in
troubled waters—instead
of glossing over the problems, a six-party coalition
government implemented
structural reforms in 2013
that entailed sacrifices all
round: for pensioners,
students, and workers.
Nokia, meanwhile, is now
back on its feet. Today
games developers, robotics experts, and software
programmers are busy
refloating the company.
Forecasts indicate it will
create 2,500 new jobs
this year.

The State Inc.
Singapore One-time socialist Lee Kuan Yew
ran Singapore like a company.
The power of the market is like the waters of
the Mekong, Lee Kuan Yew once said. It can be
channeled but never tamed. On this basis, the
former socialist Yew governed the city-state of
Singapore, which achieved full independence in
1965, like a corporation. Government ministers
and senior officials earned the salaries of top
managers; the money to pay them came from
investors on the lookout for a safe haven for their
capital and who were attracted by the offer of
low taxes, minimal financial market regulation
and strict banking confidentiality. Yew stepped
down in 1990, after 31 years. Today Singapore is
the world’s fourth-largest financial center, with a
trading volume of €500 billion.
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Putting the Community First
Iceland Is responding to the financial crisis with applied
democracy and tightened financial regulations.
In 2008, the land of fire and ice lost its innocence, as Iceland’s bloated
financial sector almost tipped the country into sovereign default. After a
momentary paralysis, the people of Iceland hounded their leaders out of
office. The incoming government nationalized the banking industry and
set up “good banks” exclusively to manage the country’s sound domestic banking business. Some high-level bankers who were convicted of
embezzlement were given jail sentences. Strict capital controls effectively
cut the country off from the international finance system. Via Facebook,
Icelanders were invited to contribute to a new constitution, which was
also designed to prevent a new financial bubble—at least in Iceland.

Atonement! Thanks
to Fiber Optics
Rwanda The genocide is
history. Now, Rwanda aims
to become Africa’s technology center.
April 6, 1994, was the start of a
bloodbath that in a few weeks
would leave between 800,000
and one million people dead.
Since then, Rwanda has been
synonymous in the public
consciousness with a supreme
tragedy. Yet few have followed
events since. In fact, there has
been an astonishing turnaround.
President Paul Kagame has now
announced plans to turn the
country from an agrarian into a
high-tech economy. The aim is
for Rwanda to become Africa’s
technology center. Wherever
you turn, radio masts and optical
fiber are being installed. And
even rural dwellers will soon
have an Internet connection.
At the same time, Rwanda
has been cleaning up its act.
Indeed, its cities are so clean
that the country has been
dubbed the “Singapore of
Africa.” Plastic bags, the bane
of other developing countries,
are banned here.
And the economic indicators are
impressive. With the economy
growing by six to eight percent
a year, unemployment has fallen
by 12 percentage points in the
last five years. Until the authoritarian president steps down in
2017, no one knows whether
Rwanda really has what it
takes to be a model country. A
potential successor of Kagame
is foreign minister Louise Mashikiwabo, one of a substantial
female majority in Rwanda’s
lower chamber, which since the
2013 elections is made up of
almost two-thirds women.

Illustration: Mathis Rekowski

Kai Schächtele
has traveled to
many of the countries in this report.
He was recently sent by
www.brafus2014.com to the
soccer World Cup in Brazil.
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A re-examination of the
old and familiar often
reveals something quite
new: a recipe for the
future
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IMPROVING
THE WORLD
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Part 2: How companies renew themselves

Photography: Kirsten Neumann/Evonik | Illustration: Mathis Rekowski

What kind of world do we want for the future? And what needs to happen in order
to make this vision come true? People at Evonik Industries are working on exactly
this task. They are developing ideas about the future and then working out how to
get there. A report from the cutting edge

On Harald Schmidt’s desk lies a TPS-L2, better
known as the Sony Walkman. It’s a legendary
product from the original series, and Schmidt
is the proud owner. “By the end of the 1970s, Sony came
to realize that not all its customers were just after a better quality of hi-fi,” explains Schmidt. “What people
really wanted was a personal soundtrack to their day.
So instead of refining the sound and tweaking the bass,
Sony gave music something new: mobility. A battery-powered cassette player with pair of slim headphones—and the rest is history. Sony reports that it
sold 385 million Walkmans in 30 years.”
Schmidt’s task at Evonik is to look for similar gaps—
for society’s undiscovered wants and the business
opportunities they represent. His tools for the job are
borrowed from the field of ethnography, which investigates the customs and traditions of different cultures.
For many years now, the consumer goods industry has
taken a similar interest in the vast tribe of end users. In
so doing, companies hope to tease out the hidden needs
and motives that consumer surveys can never reveal.
Evonik too has a burning interest in what customers
might want—even if they don’t yet know it.
This is one of the most important ways in which a
company shapes and safeguards its future. The demands
and wishes of the market, its laws, regulations, and requirements—according to which companies act and
react—are all in a state of constant flux. To survive this
vortex, a company must be able to transform itself and
drive forward the process of change. And it must keep
on doing this today, tomorrow, and the day after that.
Like any major corporation, Evonik keeps a sharp
eye on the future from a number of perspectives.

“We strike
new paths
without
being
able to
see where
we’re
heading”

Harald Schmidt
researches the undiscovered wishes of consumers—on the lookout for
business ideas no one
has yet thought of
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While the operating divisions focus primarily on
business performance in coming years, Corporate
Strategy’s job is to put the Group on a solid footing for
the future. Other departments develop more complex
scenarios that alert the company to potential risks
and help discover new markets. And others study the
needs and psyche of the consumer. What unites them
all is the drive to identify new trends and exploit the
opportunities they create. All of this involves a good
amount of psychology.
More than customers might suspect, market researchers have long known that the decision to buy
something is almost always motivated by more than
just the simple satisfaction of a need. Whether that
purchase is a cosmetics product, a present, or a cell
phone, it is almost always bound up with a hope for
something more. In choosing a product, the consumer
dreams of a reality that is more comfortable, more coherent, or simply superior to the current one. Specialized market researchers have utilized the techniques of
ethnography to show sports equipment manufacturers that their products are worn not only on the track
and field but also on the street as a fashion statement.
For a German cosmetics company, they have discovered what Scandinavian women think about beauty.
And for a chip manufacturer, they have analyzed how
young people in London or Shanghai manage their social contacts. Such studies are necessary because often customers themselves do not recognize a want for
something really new, like a personal soundtrack for
their day, until it’s already in the stores. But long before that, at the very start of the value chain, the right
decisions need to be made and innovations must be set
in motion.
To ensure this, people like Schmidt must leave their
offices and venture into places where chemists, in the
normal line of duty, are seldom to be found—places like
the private bathrooms of consumers around the world.
For example, Schmidt’s team talked to women and
hairdressers in Brazil, Mexico, South Korea, and the
USA about what they require from hair and body care
products. “Instead of just commissioning an agency to
do the fieldwork, we really wanted to get out there ourselves and analyze the topic from the perspective of the
chemist, so as to find out what is being demanded of
our products,” Schmidt explains. One major discovery
was that “women, in particular, not only have two or
three different shampoos on the go at any one time but
also hoard half-full bottles of product in the cabinet or
under the sink.” The desire for variety was only one of
the reasons here. “Many believe that a shampoo’s effect fades over time and that the hair becomes accustomed to the product,” Schmidt explains. “Our answer
here might be a shampoo with two or more phases, or a
shampoo that alters its effect, or a shampoo that’s quite
simply more fun to use!”
The walls of Schmidt’s office are literally covered
with such ideas in the form of computer printouts,

“We
spread a
well-researched
picture of
the future”

sketches, photos, and charts. Each team member uses
multiple whiteboards, the contents of which are photographed and printed out as soon as they are full, after which they are wiped clean to make way for new
ideas. The aim here is to promote lateral thinking and
thus provide a decisive advantage for the Group’s own
developers. Apart from cosmetics, concrete ideas
have also been developed for new types of mattress
foam and adhesives. “Not everything works out as
immediately viable. But that’s not the point. Our job
is to explore completely new possibilities, even if that
means asking uncomfortable questions and taking a
path without knowing quite where we’re heading,”
Schmidt says. He then cites the design pioneer Richard
Seymour, whose agency, seymourpowell, conducted one of Schmidt’s field studies: “For a long time, we

Bernhard Schleich
from the Corporate
Foresight think tank. His
future scenarios help the
company make the right
decisions well in advance

2,600

employees work in research and development
at Evonik Industries. For
them and the Group’s
marketing departments,
futurology experts
seek to answer the key
questions: What does
tomorrow’s customer
want? What should we
be working on today?

The quest to predict
tomorrow’s world: Evidently,
it will be increasingly digital.
Yet more than that will be
required to build our future
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thought about all the things we would be able to do if
only the requisite technology had been invented. Today, it’s the other way around: The pace of technological progress is so rapid and so powerful that we can’t
keep up with ideas about how we might use all these
new technologies.”
But being able identify hidden needs and develop
innovative products to meet them is only one aspect.
The future also brings totally new requirements almost
as a matter of course—and with them come opportunities as well as risks. To ensure the Group is prepared,
Evonik has a special department whose job is to gaze
far into the future. That’s all it does—nothing more, but
also nothing less.
“Corporate Foresight” is the official title of the
Marl-based think tank that Evonik maintains as part
of the strategic innovation unit Creavis. “Thinking
ahead,” says Bernhard Schleich. “That’s what we do.
It’s not trend analysis: We don’t extrapolate from what
already exists in order to predict what will be fashionable in two or three years’ time.” Instead, Corporate
Foresight develops new business options and complex
scenarios that to the lay person might look like science fiction but which should in fact contain as little
invention as possible.Their purpose is to describe in
a graphic way how life will change in the next ten to
15 years—as, for example, Asian megacities are built
from scratch, African shanty towns become dwellings
for the middle class, and Western cities slowly age and
decline. To compose such scenarios, Schleich puts together teams of engineers, chemists, political scientists, materials researchers, and, depending on the
topic, urban planners and architects. They then gather
data and forecasts on social developments and scour
research and the startup scene for pioneering technology and ideas. “We also draw on Evonik’s global
network of technology scouts as well as special information services,” adds Schleich.
In order to focus its activities, Corporate Foresight sets itself a specific research topic each year.
The first of these was megacities, followed by
marine economy, i.e. the growing importance
of the world’s oceans as an economic factor
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years into the future
is the horizon for the
engineers, chemists, political scientists, materials
researchers, architects,
and urban planners
in Evonik’s Corporate
Foresight think tank.
Here the focus is on the
perspectives beyond the
immediate future
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and a habitat. The approach is pragmatic and methodical. Schleich is no daydreamer, even though he
is a member of the World Future Society, a global association of 25,000 futurists that was founded in the
USA in 1966. According to Schleich, there are always
extremely interesting speakers at the society’s annual get-togethers. “And even more crackpots!” he says,
though entirely in a positive way.
His aim is to take a little of this utopian belief in the
future and implant it in his own company. To this end,
Corporate Foresight regularly invites developers and
decision-makers from the Group to discuss business
perspectives: “What kind of change is on the way?
Where do we need new solutions? Where is our business at risk? Such meetings are not necessarily about
concrete products.” Our job is to spread throughout the
company a picture of the future that is as clear and as
well founded as possible,” Schleich explains. “Ideally,
this then sparks ideas for innovation projects, investments, and ultimately new business opportunities.”
Recently, for example, the Group’s feed division has
been looking at algae as a new raw material and thinking about ways of improving the food supply for megacities without agricultural land in the immediate vicinity. Naturally, such pictures of the future are firmly
rooted in a concept of sustainable development. Evonik
fully recognizes its responsibility toward business and
society as a whole, and CEO Klaus Engel regularly reminds the Group’s over 30,000 employees of this: “We
will only be able to meet the challenges of the future,
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million euros is the
sum invested each year
by Evonik in research.
A substantial proportion of this flows into
long-term projects

such as climate change and dwindling resources, on
the basis of creativity and exceptional ideas.” This demands great innovation, particularly from the chemical industry. As the key supplier for countless industries, it stands at the start of almost every value chain
and every product innovation. For a host of products
from shampoo to aircraft, the chemical industry is
what makes them better and more sustainable.
As a topic for 2015, Schleich and his team will be
focusing on the increasing digitization of industry and
the world in general. Networked production machinery and smart objects will revolutionize manufacturing and logistics, thereby ushering in the era known as
Industry 4.0. It will involve a completely new set of requirements for materials. “This particularly concerns
us chemical producers,” says Schleich. “The most obvious example here is 3D printing. Our plastics departments have been working on this for a long time now.”
Also hotly discussed are intelligent materials capable of storing information. Isn’t that very visionary?
“Sure,” says Schleich. “But that’s our job!” After all,
the best way to predict the future is to shape it yourself.
And Evonik is continuously trying to turn this insight
to its own advantage—by searching out undiscovered
consumer wishes, looking systematically at the future,
and working to convince the branches of industry that
it serves.
One problem is that this work never stops. Just consider the Walkman on Harald Schmidt’s desk. “Music
today is more mobile than ever. But others control the
business now, not Sony.” Sony, once the market leader, stood still while the needs of its customers became
more sophisticated. Instead, the computer manufacturer Apple revolutionized the music business with the
iPod and its own dedicated sales platform for digitized
songs from the music business. “Apple CEO Steve Jobs
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was the first to recognize that people wanted immediate access not only to their favorite music but also to
the whole record shop,” says Schmidt with unmistakable admiration. “Just as the iPod once replaced the
Walkman, it is now itself being replaced by streaming
services that can be accessed directly from a smartphone.”
This continuous process of renewal also has personal implications for Schmidt. After spending the past
two years figuring out the secret motivations of consumers, his team has recently turned to a new task. Its
special approach and the knowledge this imparts are
now to be applied wherever, in the company’s day-today operations, innovation and new ideas are required.
And that makes sense. After all, a company that sets
such store by its capacity for renewal always needs to
be able to take a fresh and different look at today, tomorrow, and the day after that.

The cars of the future will still
be unable to fly. On the other
hand, they may well be selfdriving and emission-free

Tom Rademacher
has used the same
shampoo for years
but has a drawer
full of old Sony
Walkman and MP3
players. He is a
freelance journalist
based in Cologne
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in numbers
Revolutionary
changes
More and more innovative companies think
that it’s not enough to
just improve existing
systems. They also seek
to achieve fundamental
or even groundbreaking innovations.

-

Thirty years from now,
this depiction of an
animal encounter might
exist as a photograph

Source: Strategy&.
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revolutionary
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The Return of the Mammoth?
The scientists were delighted that the beast produced
an awful smell. “The meat was almost as fresh as if the
mammoth had only died yesterday—you could smell
it during the autopsy,” says British paleontologist Tori
Herridge. Never before had a woolly mammoth been
found in Siberia’s permafrost that had as well-preserved
a cell structure in its muscular fibers as the specimen
found on the Lyakhovsky Islands in the Arctic Ocean
in 2013. Says Herridge: “Incredibly, intact red blood
cells were found in the blood vessels.” Scientists from
all over the world have been investigating the animal
at the Northeastern Federal University in Yakutsk since

last fall. The aim is not only to understand mammoths
better, but to eventually clone them. The more intact a
recovered DNA sequence is, the more likely it is that the
mammoth can be cloned. To clone the animal, the cell
nucleus would have to be removed from a mammoth cell
and transferred into the egg cell of another organism—
which could probably only be an elephant. However, the
scientists still have much work to do before cloning will
be possible. Even if everything goes well, it will take at
least five years, and more than likely 30, until woolly
mammoths walk this earth again. To be precise, the
animals would actually be half-mammoths.

urban farming

Home for the “Tomato Fish”
Aquaponic:
Fish help
tomatoes,
which, in
turn, help
the fish. It’s
also good for
people, who
should eat
much food
that contains
little energy

Tomatoes like warmth, as does a species of fish known as tilapia.
Both can benefit from each another, say researchers at the Leibniz
Institute of Fresh Water Ecology and Inland Fisheries. That’s why
they are bringing tomatoes and fishes together. This approach,
which is known as aquaponics, works as follows: The water in
which the fish swims is purified by filters before it is channeled
to the plants that need the water-borne nutrients to grow. The
tomatoes evaporate excess water through their leaves. This water
vapor is captured in cold traps, from where it is pumped back to
the fish. In this way, the system saves water, fertilizer, and energy.
What’s more, it operates without almost any emissions. The fishtomato combination is suited for agricultural areas and megacities
worldwide. It can even be used in rooftop gardens.

Photography: Stocktrek Images, Inc./Alamy, Leibniz-Institut für Gewässerökologie und Binnenfischerei, shutterstock | Graphics: C3 Visual Lab

The microorganism
with this unassuming designation is approximately
3.5 billion years old. Its
discovery in a German
lignite-fired power station
five years ago was a
veritable sensation. The
microbe is a geobacillus
that divides every three
hours. It consumes CO2
and converts it into pyruvate and succinic acid.
Scientists plan to use the
bacteria to convert one
fifth of Germany’s CO2
emissions into valuable
materials.
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Self-tracking
(quantified self) is
all the rage

africa

All on
the
Phone!

Technological progress
There’s no more need
for telephone cables, as
Africa skips a stage of
technological development and immediately
logs itself into the smartphone era. Cell phones
aren’t just used to make
calls—they also replace
bank accounts and newspapers. Any additional
information that may be
needed is provided by
affordable apps.

10

10

5

1

2

LIVING
BY
NUMBERS

1

Phone Bank
The prepaid cell phone
is both a bank and an
information exchange.
Many Africans upload
money to their cell
phones and use text
messages to pay for
purchases or transfer
money. Dealers use
cell phones to compare
prices, while farmers
use them to access special animal husbandry
calendars, order seeds,
and repay microloans.

Data for health and happiness:
More and more apps and colorful
wristbands are providing us with
information around the clock. But
do we really benefit from all of this
measurement and monitoring?

Social grapevine
Cashless payment
systems are just the beginning. The next step
might benefit the entire
continent, as new apps
could map battle zones,
corruption, and epidemics, and thus create
a kind of civil early
warning system.

Digital lifestyle
The night was short
but restful, states an
iPhone app called
Sleep Cycle, which
analyzes a user’s
sleeping patterns.
The day begins very
promisingly. But many
people still think that
analyzing their moods
and sleep patterns is
strange. The same
applies to the use of
fitness wristbands and
apps to record how
active they are during
the day and when
they go to sleep, or
to determine how
much alcohol or
coffee they drink.

The promise
This feeling of
strangeness will
eventually disappear,
because the digitization of vital signs is
becoming commonplace for more and
more people. Most individuals who collect
and analyze biodata
are athletes, technology enthusiasts, and
people suffering from
chronic illnesses. The
aim is self-observation
and optimization.
People who regularly
document their progress become more
capable, healthier,
and more satisfied.
The goal is to become
better at one’s job and
in one’s personal and
daily life.
Numbers instead of
feelings
To write down one’s

3

reasons
for
sensible
self-tracking

1

Health: People can
improve their quality
of life if they live
healthier and consciously take care of
their bodies.

2

Career: Working
hard doesn’t necessarily generate better
results. It makes
more sense to use
one’s capabilities
efficiently and effectively.

3

Sports: People who
know their vital signs
can better coordinate
training, nutrition, and
rest periods.

feelings in a diary
could soon become
a thing of the past,
replaced by numbers
that have been processed into colorful
statistics. Hundreds
of apps have been developed for this task
since the U.S. journalists Gary Wolf and
Kevin Kelly invited
people to attend the
first quantified-self
meeting in 2007.
Bonus for fitness
We will eventually
get used to the new
technological companions once doctors
can directly read how
fit we are and health
insurers provide us
with bonus points for
good exercise parameters. What’s more,
we (might) even
become somewhat
fitter on the side.
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No, this white
substance is not
baking powder—it’s
an outstandingly
camouflaged
superhero
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I NEVER
WOULD HAVE
THOUGHT OF
THAT!

The incredible, exciting, hugely impressive, never-ending story of an extremely versatile silica
known as AEROSIL—the jack-of-all trades of chemicals. Whenever we think everything possible
has already been done with it, another possible application turns up

“Tomorrow we
might be
active in
markets
that we
can’t even
imagine
today”

Photography: Lukas Gojda/Fotolia, Frank Elschner/Evonik

Ralph Marquardt
Head of Strategy &
New Growth
Business at Evonik’s
Resource Efficiency
segment

AEROSIL® is a registered
trademark of Evonik Industries
AG or one of its subsidiaries.
It is indicated in capital letters
throughout the text.

Real superheroes are inconspicuous. Because
they are so extraordinary, they don’t need to
show off their abilities. Still, they are needed. To
save the world? Well, somebody’s got to do it—and that’s
why superheroes have superpowers, after all.
Once the job’s been done—successfully, of course—
the superhero can fade into the background. He can
return to being mild-mannered reporter Clark Kent,
for example, or shy high school student Peter Parker, or
reclusive billionaire Bruce Wayne. Superman, Spiderman, or Batman would never think to show off their superpowers. It’s enough that they, and certain important
people, are aware of their abilities.
The Clark Kent of chemicals is AEROSIL. You’ve probably never heard of it and have no idea who or what it is.
That’s because AEROSIL avoids the spotlight and prefers
to work behind the scenes. It ensures that lipstick retains
its shape even in the tropics, that pills always contain the
same amount of active substances, that glass-ceramic cooktops remain insulated, and that silicone sealants
stay leak-proof. AEROSIL also insulates refrigerators and
makes concrete more earthquake-proof. It lends wind
turbines wings and ensures that fire extinguishers really
put out fires.
Without AEROSIL, eyeshadow would run, photocopies would be harder to read, and paints would more easily
form bulges when applied. AEROSIL can also be found in
glass-fiber cables, artificial joints, and face powders.
“And the list just keeps getting longer,” says Ralph
Marquardt, Head of Strategy & New Growth Business at
Evonik’s Resource Efficiency Business Unit. Marquardt is
amazed by this nondescript powder, which only wants to
help with thickening, pouring, and hardening processes.
“Tomorrow we might be active with it in markets that we
can’t even imagine today,” he says.

To determine possible applications, lab technician Richard
Galle slides yet another sample of AEROSIL into a furnace

That’s the difference between AEROSIL and superheroes such as Superman, Spiderman, and Batman, as
the latter know what they can do—and what their limitations are. “It’s different with AEROSIL, because it can
be used for pretty much anything,” Marquardt explains.
“We just have to figure out what we haven’t thought of
yet.” There are already 160 variants of AEROSIL, and it’s
clear that the jack-of-all-trades can do even more. The
only question is what Evonik researchers are still trying
to find out about it. Whether AEROSIL can do the ironing,
or remember your mother-in-law’s birthday? Marquardt
laughs. “Yes, sort of,” he says.
AEROSIL remains an exciting product for Evonik because the goal is not only to expand established areas of
application but also to come up with completely new
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Where
AEROSIL
can be
found

10

1 Refrigerator If you
want things cool, you
need to keep the heat
out. AEROSIL insulates and thus keeps
electricity consumption low.

4

2 Glass-ceramic
stoves Cooking is
fun—as long as electric ranges are well
insulated. AEROSIL
takes care of that.
3 Concrete It isn’t
just important in San
Francisco: AEROSIL
makes concrete more
earthquake-proof. It
can also be used to
insulate walls.

9

6

11

4 Spice powder Two
years in the shaker
and still spicy—
thanks to AEROSIL.

8

2

5 Lipstick AEROSIL
can be found in lipstick, and in eyeshadow and face powder
as well. It’s also used
in moisturizing cream
to speed up absorption by the skin.
6 Hair AEROSIL
is used in hair care
products to make hair
fuller.
7 Wood floors
Wood floor coatings
are refined with
AEROSIL to prevent
bulging and keep
flooring wearresistant.
8 Foils Lunch is
packed in a nice
transparent foil
that also contains
AEROSIL, of course.
9 Tooth gel After
breakfast, you brush
your teeth. You
already know what’s
in the gel, right?
10 Wire insulation
AEROSIL is in the
wiring sheath for
the kitchen lamp
that hangs from the
ceiling.
11 Sealants In the
silicone sealant for
the sink, and…

ones. As Heinz F. Zoch, Head of the AEROSIL Product Line, admits, this is becoming more difficult after
70 years of AEROSIL. Still, it remains possible because
researchers and application technology specialists continue to keep their eyes and ears open—and their brains
working.

What works here can help there

“Take paint, for example,” Zoch says. AEROSIL improves
paints by giving them the consistency of water in the
bucket and making them as thick as honey after they’re
applied. If an application specialist or researcher hears
that a colleague is unable to thicken a gel battery electrolyte without it getting too thick to fit into the battery
cells, the simple answer will be: “Try using AEROSIL as
a thickener. It will keep things watery when you fill the
cell and then turn the electrolyte into a thick gel afterwards.” Another new application for AEROSIL has thus
been discovered.
Sometimes customers actually decide to do such
work on their own. They order a sack of AEROSIL and
tell Evonik months later what they’ve tried to do with
the material. Universities also use AEROSIL for their re-

search, which provides researchers and application specialists from Evonik with important new ideas. “Such
opportunities often occur by coincidence, which makes
it all the more important to recognize and exploit them,”
says Zoch.
Evonik usually plays the role of a traditional service
provider. If a customer has a problem with an application, specialists from Evonik initially attempt to solve it.
If that doesn’t work, research colleagues try to optimize
process parameters in order to adapt the particles to the
application in question. The reverse is also sometimes
done, whereby application specialists examine whether
and how newly researched AEROSIL refinements can be
used. “New particle looking for an application” is how
the Evonik specialists describe this process.

A bloated lightweight

An application is usually found, despite the fact that more
than 80 percent of the “AEROSIL universe,” as Zoch puts
it, “has already been researched.” However, every new
technology launched also opens up new opportunities—
even if that means having to knock on doors and trying to
win over potential customers who have never even heard
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“Researchers
approach
us with
new particles looking for an
application”

1
3

Heinz F. Zoch
Head of the
AEROSIL Product
Line at Evonik

5

ucts. AEROSIL R 812 S also expands the gap between
individual strands of hair, thereby lending hair a fuller
look. “The matting effect of the silica also gave hair exactly the look Henkel Beauty Care was seeking to achieve
at the time,” says Andrea Croll from Marketing Health
& Personal Care at Evonik. That’s why it was used in the
got2b product range. It was also very successful, as got2b
was chosen by Germany’s Lebensmittelzeitung magazine
as the top brand in its category for 2014.
In this case, Henkel—a long-standing partner of
Evonik—approached the Group’s research and application specialists. In the case of Otto Bock Healthcare, it
was Evonik that approached a potential customer—and
the world market leader for prostheses was happy to
learn how AEROSIL could be used effectively in polyurethane gels. This application for AEROSIL R 8200 was
jointly patented by the two partners and promptly incorporated into prostheses and orthopedic arch-support soles. This got Otto Bock Healthcare interested in
doing more, as its Managing Director, Peter Gansen,
explains: “We can well imagine working with Evonik
on other solutions in the future.”

Transforming sand

Photography: Aurora Photos/plainpicture

7

No matter where
we go, silica is
everywhere—and
hidden in this image
as well

of Evonik. How can they be made to see that the inconspicuous Clark Kent is really Superman?
After all, AEROSIL is very nondescript. It’s a white
powder that’s a lightweight, a bloated lightweight, since
AEROSIL consists of practically only a surface.
Convincing customers that it’s a chemical superhero
isn’t easy. Managers at companies that Marquardt and
Zoch deal with express things rather politely, but what
they really mean is clear: “If the stuff was that great, I
surely would have heard about it by now.”
After all, it’s not carbon, or a lithium-ion battery, or
a hydrogen reactor, all of whose amazing and promising features are the subject of lively discussions at corporations and in the media. Indeed, nobody talks about
a fluffy powder that appears so modest yet sends a bold
message that “no matter how good something is—it will
be better with me.”
The people at Henkel have known this ever since
Evonik researchers developed dry water by encapsulating extremely fine drops of water with AEROSIL, which
prevents them from flowing together. When the powder
is rubbed, the coating breaks off. This principle is used
not only for face powders but also for hairstyling prod-

More information can
be found at
www.aerosil.com

Michael Prellberg
likes things fluffy—not
just his powders but
also his texts. He writes
for Manager Magazin,
Capital, and other
publications

This kind of work is carried out in research labs. Before we
go to one, we should first reveal the secret of what AEROSIL actually is: amorphous silicon dioxide. Everyone is
familiar with the crystal form of silicon dioxide—sand.
In order for Evonik to make use of sand, it has to be
extensively treated. First, it’s converted into pure silicon:
after that it’s treated with chlorine and hydrolyzed with
oxyhydrogen in an open flame. This process leads to the
creation of amorphous synthetic silicon dioxide.
“It’s no longer sand, however,” says Marquardt. Instead it’s a substance known as fumed silica—a white and
extremely light material. Evonik packs it into giant sacks
that bear the name AEROSIL in large lettering and can
easily be carried using just one arm.
Automotive companies are very fond of the powder’s
abilities, which is not surprising, given that it was originally invented for the automotive industry as an alternative to the carbon black made from petroleum. The material is used for reinforcing rubber in tires, which makes
them last longer.
Degussa chemist Harry Kloepfer searched for a substitute for carbon black for many years before coming up
with a completely oil-free “white” solution in 1942. The
substance was patented as AEROSIL a few months later;
production of it began in 1944. “The idea was perfect—but
it was too good for tires,” Marquardt explains. AEROSIL
has long since been used in other vehicle components—
catalytic converters, gaskets, hoses, composite adhesives
that hold the body together, and paints, of course.
That’s how Harry Guo got to know the magical powder.
Guo, who is Chinese and now works for Evonik, used to
be responsible for mixing pigments in automotive paints.
One day, his primer wouldn’t hold. He tried everything,
but nothing worked. “I was truly frustrated,” he recalls.
A colleague suggested he add one percent AEROSIL R 972
to his mixture. “I had never heard of AEROSIL,” Guo admits. He went into a storeroom to get a 500-gram sample.
“The guy in the storeroom laughed when he saw me there
with a three-liter canister,” says Guo. As it turned out, he
couldn’t get more than 200 grams of the fluffy powder
into the canister, so he grabbed the entire sack and started mixing. “And it worked,” he says.
Well, after all, superheroes know when it’s time to go
into action.
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WHERE DOES
THE NEWS GO
WHEN THERE’S
NO PAPER LEFT?
The development department of the New York Times is located on the 28th floor of a building in
midtown Manhattan. This is where the media of the future are developed: twittering mirrors,
networked kitchens, voice-controlled brooches. An interim report from the laboratory of a
time-honored daily newspaper that is not afraid of the future

Doesn’t it look cozy? Sadly, the daily newspaper is an essential part of morning in the café for fewer and fewer people
1 ⁄ 2015 the magazine from evonik industries
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In 1972 the hippie visionary Stewart Brand took
a look at the future. In an article for Rolling
Stone he described the impact computer technology would make on our lives. In one passage, he dealt
with newspapers: “People will be able to log into the
network from everywhere and receive the news in real
time or gain access to all the reports on a certain subject
that have been written in the past 24 hours. They’ll also
receive a fortune cookie. If we imagine all this happening at household terminals, that means the end of newspapers as we know them.”
We’re still waiting for the fortune cookies, but the rest
of Brand’s forecast is being realized at a breakneck pace.
Today the Buzzfeed website has more readers than the
New York Times. John Paton, the CEO of Digital First, an
agency that is digitizing almost all the local newspapers
in the USA, says, “The print media are dying. The news
won’t die, nor will editorial desks. But print media will.”

It’s time for the news forecast

“It’s the end
of newspapers as
we know
them.”
Stewart Brand
The former hippie
activist has been
helping to develop
the Internet since
the 1960s

We’ve seen all this coming true for the New York Times
as well. This newspaper has also been appearing online since 1996. Since that time, the website has rarely
changed. In 2007 there was a relaunch, and last year
videos, twitterfeeds, and other must-haves were embedded in the website. So far, the Times has fulfilled its
obligations. The newspaper is even regarded internationally as a pioneer when it comes to trying out new
narrative forms for the digital age. The company, which
publishes 30 print media under its brand name, still has
the biggest newspaper editorial desk in the USA. But
that alone is not enough to win readers’ loyalty and
ensure the paper’s survival.
The Times’ publishing company will have
to forge ahead into territory that hardly any
of its readers can imagine today. That’s why
Resurrected from the arthe Times has joined the Washington Post,
chives: Computer technology
identifies black-and-white
which has been bought by Jeff Bezos, the
and colored images from the
founder of Amazon, to set up its own think
New York Times archive and
tank where scenarios of the media of the fuorganizes them to enable visual
ture are being explored.
time travel up to 300 years
Since 2006, about 20 designers and cominto the past.
puter specialists have been working on innovations at the NYTimes R&D Lab on the 28th floor
of the newspaper’s headquarters near Times Square
in midtown Manhattan. Their job is not to solve current
problems but rather to develop ideas that in the coming
three to five years will have an impact on our concept of
reading a newspaper.
The New York Times is investing in this innovation
incubator because this is the only way it can survive.
“Right now it’s all about who we are. What we’re doing
here is more than just a hobby. Are we going to let ourselves be dragged into an unknown future by the shirttails? Probably not. Will we join hands and find things
that will help us in the future? That’s more likely,” said
the then New York Times columnist David Carr.
The ideas the researchers are tinkering with in the
The legendary chef
lab are not a secret. It all comes out in their frequently
Julia Child would have
updated blogs. Recently the bloggers made a list of the
liked this intelligent
issues that concern them the most. “Weatherization”
kitchen table that
shows recipes from the
has a prominent place on the list. It’s a response to the
New York Times.
question “Since we’re able to gather so much data, can
the news already be forecast, just like the weather?”
Another item on the list is “immersive news,” which
stands for the concept and the possibility of diving into
the news with all the senses. With the help of a virtual
reality helmet, people can watch films, feel physical

Photography: David McLain/Aurora Photos/laif, Frank May/picture-alliance

The Lazarus
project

Julia

Madison

This project, which is named
after the famous street of
advertisers and Mad Men,
assigns keywords to ads from
the New York Times and archives the ads. That’s because
advertisements also convey
the spirit of the times, but they
have never been archived in
this way before.
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impacts, and hear noises coming from every direction. News of this kind is not read—it’s felt. The appropriate reporters would include the drones that fly into
crisis zones and record the situation with their cameras.
A third example from the list is “sentient news,” or
news that is sensitive to the reader’s needs. Let’s assume
that a reader has already read a number of articles about
the Ebola crisis, and that he or she will not want to read
any similar stories from other sources, but instead will
be interested in more detailed information. How can this
need be met—ideally, across various platforms?
Ideas like these are gathered and implemented in
prototypes at the NYTimes lab. For example, there’s a
mirror that one might see in any bathroom in America.
After it has scanned a person’s face, it will show personalized news along the its edges. You can hold medications in front of it and find out information about them,
or simply smile at it and send the image to someone else.
There’s also the Madison project, in which readers
can use the Hive crowdsourcing technology developed by the lab to tag advertisements from more than
160 years of the New York Times. This is a supplementary
project, because although all the texts have now been
digitized, the advertisements have not—and advertisements offer just as much information about the spirit of
the times as the texts do.
A similar approach is taken by the Lazarus project,
in which metadata are stored for the NYTimes photo archive. The aim is to make the valuable historic archive
of photographic content available to the general public.
More recent content plays a role in the Julia project.
Julia, incidentally, is a kitchen table on whose glass surface one can call up recipes from the New York Times.
Cooks who don’t know how to clean leeks can watch an
instructive video and use a calorie table to check whether it’s wise to prepare a dessert as well.

What about listening?

Alexis Lloyd is the lab’s Creative Director. She has noticed that in today’s networked culture everything is
recorded all the time. Everyone sends out information—photos, experiences, stories or simply thought
fragments. Why not turn things around and listen,
This mirror displays
individually customized
then bring all this information back into the real
news along its edges
world? That must have been Lloyd’s idea when she
every morning. It
and
her team developed Blush, an LED brooch that
also makes and sends
lights up when a conversation turns to a topic that
selfies.
the wearer has read about online that day. It’s only a
small interaction, but it enables everyone in the room
to see what the wearer is interested in at the moment.
In these ways, Lloyd and her team want to develop
initial approaches that show how interaction influences
our use of the media. Even though Blush is a small project, it’s a significant one. In a granular society
where everyone receives his own customized
news, what are the overarching issues? For
a moment, Blush makes them visible.
The Listening Table is another
A brooch equipped with an
project
from the lab. At meetings, all
LED that begins to flash when
the
participants
sit around this tathe conversation turns to
ble. If a particularly interesting topthemes that the wearer has
been reading about on the
ic comes up during the discussions,
Web that day. The aim is to
participants can tap on the table in
connect the contents of the
order to have all of the information,
digital world with those
book lists, and similar materials sent
of the real world.
to them later on.
Another project involves algorithms.
People who understand algorithms are the real

Mirror

Compendium

This variation of the Pinterest
image and photo platform offers only content from the New
York Times. Users can archive
images, texts or data according
to their personal taste and mix
them in new ways to inspire
themselves and others.

Blush
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“A risk?
The biggest
risk is
to stop
evolving!”
Jeff Bezos
Founder of Amazon
and owner of the
Washington Post

heroes of the editorial teams. That’s why the lab developed Cascade. This is how the team describes the service
on its website: “We assume that the organizations that
can react to data in real time and make business decisions
on the basis of these real-time data are the organizations
that will grow in the 21st century.”
Cascade shows the chain reactions of news in real
time. For example, if someone sends out a tweet, the program immediately shows when and how often the tweet
is shared.
Something similar is being developed at the British newspaper The Guardian. Graham Tackley, who
heads the News and Media Architecture department,
says, “In the past, your article was finished when it
was on the waiting list to be printed. But today, an article that doesn’t make its rounds through the Internet
right away will probably never make a big splash anywhere.” That’s why the question of how readers access
the articles is a very important aspect in The Guardian’s
production cycle. “We are constantly getting better at
this,” says Tackley.
Nowadays, during editorial conferences the participants take a close look at which articles are being linked
to and shared and how this is happening. The resulting
information is used to assign further articles. The contents of a newspaper are now no longer influenced only
by passionate discussions of certain themes, but also by
clear facts and figures.

Newspapers pass away,
journalism endures

Photography: Amazon, Michael Dannenmann, Gianni Muratore/Alamy | Illustration: C3 Visual Lab

Michaela Vieser
worked for a
Chinese company
in New York for
just over ten years.
Today she produces
radio features for
Deutschlandradio
Kultur

A transformation is in progress. Clay Johnson, who
designed Barack Obama’s media campaign in 2008,
summed it up when he said that the most important media thinkers in the future will not be journalists or publishers but Jeremy Ashkenas, a JavaScript programmer at
the New York Times.
This is entirely compatible with the fact that all media
companies, whether they are traditional or exclusively
online-oriented, unanimously insist that good journalism will remain important—whether it’s in a small online
community or in the worldwide community for which
the New York Times is the news provider par excellence.
After all, it’s only print that will be disappearing.

Interview
“We’re seeking inspiration”
Media manager Christoph Keese has seen
startups and Web giants in Silicon Valley
change societies. His job is to help shape the
future of a publishing company
You’ve said that companies in Silicon Valley
are like an octopus that
absorbs everything in
its path. What does this
mean for the media?
Amazon’s acquisition of
the Washington Post shows
how purposefully Internet
companies are invading
publishers’ territory. Platforms are the most valuable
business models in the digital economy. Once they’ve
been set up, they can make
money while entailing
hardly any costs. That’s
what it’s all about today:
setting up a platform on
which supply and demand
meet. The owner of such a
platform separates the two
sides of the market from
one another and forces the
flow of trade to go through
his own checkout counters.
Isn’t that the end of independent journalism?
Journalists rather than
programmers will continue
to provide content. Editors
will always look for news
that is unusual and surprising. And only people can
write that kind of news.
You’ve written* that in
the future newspapers
will provide content that
nobody has ever looked
for. What did you mean
by that?
I meant that unexpected
content can be inspiring. If
we find something we haven’t looked for, it expands
our horizons.

The façade of the New York Times building displays the newspaper’s past and
present. Those who wish to see its future must take the elevator to the 28th floor

Thanks to augmented
reality, we may soon
be very close to that. It
could enable us to dive
into crisis zones with all
our senses. Would that
be a good thing?

Christoph Keese is the
Executive Vice President at
Axel Springer Verlag

We’re going to experience
media, including life media,
that captivate all of our
senses. In the near future,
we’ll have tablets that can
be folded up and put into a
pocket like a piece of paper.
Good journalism uses these
new technical storytelling
formats but doesn’t let itself
be domesticated by them.
It’s a question of using
technology tastefully rather
than to the max. Form
follows function—that goes
for journalism too.
In your opinion, which
newspapers have made
the smartest entry into
the digital age?
The New York Times, Bild,
Welt, and the Financial
Times. It’s not enough to
simply provide more of the
same old content electronically rather than on paper.
We have to uphold the
values of journalism and express them in new formats.
That’s not an easy exercise,
but you can do it if you try.

* Silicon Valley
by Christof
Keese (Knaus
Verlag, 320
pages, €19.99).
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PLEXIGLAS

Otto Röhm is reported to have been perplexed when he saw that he had created a resilient and moldable
plastic similar to glass. Röhm called his invention “Plexiglas.” It was an immediate success when it was
launched on the market in 1933. The product was a striking example of how chemistry is driving progress. That’s because PLEXIGLAS, which is marketed as ACRYLITE in the Americas, brings its advantages
to bear precisely where glass reaches its limits. Although the plastic was originally primarily used in
cockpits and automobiles, its range of uses has increased immensely since then
Looking like a lightly draped net, the canopy of Munich’s
Olympic Stadium is an imposing example of what PLEXIGLAS can do. However, the material is also useful for much
smaller, less wow-inspiring, objects. For example, cell phone display covers are scratch-resistant and breakproof. And when used as
a waveguide, PLEXIGLAS helps flatscreens produce brilliant images.
Millions of cars drive on the world’s roads with taillights, turn signals,
and other components made of PLEXIGLAS.
PLEXIGLAS lets more light (92 percent) through than glass. It is also
more versatile, as it can be shaped with any thermoplastic process. The

material is also easy to mill, saw, drill, and polish. This versatility is due
to the material’s rather simple chemistry. PLEXIGLAS—polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA)—consists of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and oxygen (O). The first step in its manufacture involves producing methyl
methacrylate (MMA), which is then polymerized to form long chains.
MMA is a clear and colorless liquid that has a slightly fruity smell.
This material isn’t just converted into PLEXIGLAS, it also serves as a
basis for binders in paints and adhesives. As a primary material for
VISCOPEX, MMA is contained in oil additives that improve the viscosity of motor and transmission oils.

Manufacturing
PLEXIGLAS is produced in a
variety of ways. The oldest
form of production, which is
highly automated today, is
the casting process in which
the syrup-like primary product is hardened in chambers
formed between two glass
plates. Extrusion is another
production process. Here,
granules are melted in an
extruder and pressed through
dies—a bit like the process of
making cookies with a cookie
press. The form of the die
determines the geometry of
the finished product once it
has cooled down: rods, tubes,
plates or multi-skin plates,
corrugated sheets, and films
are all possible. PLEXIGLAS
granules (also known as
“molding compound”) are
also the starting material
for injection-molded components such as vehicle taillights, magnifying lenses, and
lights. This process involves
injecting the heated material
into a mold in which it cools.
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PLEXIGLAS® and VISCOPLEX® are registered trademarks of Evonik Industries AG
or one of its subsidiaries. They are indicated in capital letters throughout the text.
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Furniture fronts

Resistant: Whether used
in kitchens, doctors’ offices or hotels, acrylic furniture fronts are extremely
robust and resistant to
aging and weathering.
They are also very easy
to shape

H

H

Timeline
1933 Otto Röhm
registers the brand
PLEXIGLAS

1935 The first PLEXIGLAS
injection molding compound is
launched on the market.

1937 PLEXIGLAS wins a
Grand Prix and a gold medal
at the Paris International
Exposition
1935 PLEXIGLAS is
used in airplanes and
automobiles because it
reconciles high speeds
and good visibility

1972 The canopy of the
Munich Olympic Stadium
is a visual sensation and an
architectural feat. It is made of
PLEXIGLAS, of course
1955 Germany achieves its “economic
miracle” with the help of PLEXIGLAS.
The material rapidly becomes a part of
people’s daily lives and can be found
in lamps, taillights, neon signs, and
balcony railings

2003 The Kunsthaus art
museum in Graz looks like
a floating cloud, thanks to
1,270 dimensionally accurate
molded parts made of 20-millimeter-thick PLEXIGLAS

2010 The Munich TU receives a
landmark known as the Meteomast. The facade of this illuminated meteorological measurement
tower is made of PLEXIGLAS
2014 The artist Tom Fruin
provides New York with a new
attraction—the Watertower.
The sculpture is composed
of around 1,000 scraps of
PLEXIGLAS
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Shower stall
Four advantages:
It keeps water and
steam inside, it’s
easy to clean, and
it makes bathrooms look bigger
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Taillights

Millions of cars
have turn signals
and taillights made
of PLEXIGLAS.
Designers love the
material. Not only
is it resistant to all
kinds of weather, it
is also transparent
and scratch-proof in
all colors and can be
formed into any kind
of shape

A Man with a Vision
Although doing research is fun, Otto
Röhm had to save money. His doctoral
dissertation about polymerization products of acrylic acid was archived while
he teamed up with his friend Otto Haas
to establish the company Röhm & Haas.
They made enzymes for bating leather.
Röhm was 31 years old back then, in
1907. After completing an apprenticeship in pharmacy, Röhm studied chemistry in Tübingen and then joined Merck
to work as a chemical researcher. He
later worked for the Stuttgart city gasworks. The enzymes he developed and
marketed under the name OROPON
finally provided tanners with an alternative to the smelly and unhealthy bating
of leather with dog dung and pigeon
droppings. The success of Röhm & Haas
enabled the entrepreneur to continue
his research into acrylic acid. In 1927
his employees poured an acrylic plastic
between two plates of glass. However,
the acrylic couldn’t be taken out again
afterwards, resulting in the world’s first
laminated safety glass. The researchers
tried to achieve the same feat with the
chemically similar substance methyl
methacrylate. Their efforts failed, however, because the transparent material
simply dropped off the plate of glass. At
this moment, Röhm the scientist once
again became Röhm the entrepreneur,
as he immediately saw the potential of
such a transparent plastic. After launching the plastic on the market in 1933
under the name of PLEXIGLAS, Röhm
lived long enough to experience the
beginnings of its success story.

Aviation

A great view for
pilots: For the past eight
decades, PLEXIGLAS
has provided a clear
view in airplanes as well
as helicopters

Salad bowl

Combining the
useful with the
beautiful: In a break
with tradition, the
Fratelli Guzzini
company began to
make kitchen items
such as salad bowls
out of PLEXIGLAS
in 1938. Today such
items are a part of
our daily lives

Aquarium

At aquariums, people can see a shark
open its toothy maw
or a sea lion view
them with curiosity.
The larger an aquarium is, the more
likely the transparent
panes will be made
of PLEXIGLAS

Biography
1876 Born in Öhringen.
1901 Dissertation at the
University of Tübingen.
1907 Founding of Röhm & Haas.
1920s Röhm continues to research the
polymerization products of acrylic acid.

Tomatoes from Holland
are tasteless compared to
those grown in one’s own
greenhouse. Greenhouses
made of PLEXIGLAS let in
much more light than those
made of other materials

You can find additional
milestones of chemistry
at: geschichte.evonik.
de/sites/geschichte/en/
inventions

Graphics: C3 Visual Lab

Greenhouse

1933 Polymethyl methacrylate, which
Röhm researched in cooperation with the
chemist Walter Bauer, is registered under
the brand name PLEXIGLAS.
1939 The successful entrepreneur Otto
Röhm dies at the age of 63.
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p oin t of con tac t

“We Consider Older Job
Applicants a Godsend”

The freight forwarder Michael Bauer prefers to hire career changers and returnees, because of
their calmness, poise, and motivation. For a company, these are important keys to success. Bauer offers
his employees the opportunity to really take off in the second half of their working life
Mr. Bauer, you say that older employees
are a valuable asset for companies. But
aren’t they actually a burden?
We consider older job applicants a godsend.
We’re feeling the effects of demographic
change—we aren’t seeing enough younger
jobseekers. Besides, the labor market can’t
offer us any professional truckers, and
that’s a huge problem for a freight forwarding company.
So you’ve made a virtue of necessity?
We are a dynamically growing company,
and that’s why we can’t do without older
employees. On the contrary, we have to
give them a boost as they adapt themselves
to the new conditions on the labor market.

Don’t older employees pose a risk because
they get sick more often?
It’s true that older employees are more
prone to health problems, but in my experience they are much more reliable and
responsible. And of course they have a lot
more life experience. They work with a level of peace and serenity that a young person
can’t yet have. I think the key factor is not
a person’s age but his or her motivation and
expertise.
Where do your career changers come from?
They come from all over. For example,
we’ve got a man with a degree in agricultural engineering who now works for us
as a trucker. He was very skeptical at the
beginning, but now he’s an outstanding
employee and has found something like
fulfillment.
Do job applicants come to you directly?
No, we cooperate with the JobCenter. We
regularly get job applicants by means of

Michael Bauer (front) doesn’t
look at his employees’ age,
but rather at their motivation, professional expertise,
and life experience

the job pact “Life skills make southern
Saxony-Anhalt a strong region.”
At your company, job applicants have to
undergo an analysis of their potential.
During this conversation, the applicants
often realize that they can do a lot more
than they thought! Applicants from the
agricultural or construction sectors often
have a truck driver’s license that they
haven’t used for a long time. Some of our
applicants got their truck driver’s license
while they were in the army.
How does your entire company benefit
from career changers and returnees?
Older colleagues appreciate the security
and the development opportunities we offer
them. They reciprocate by making a longterm commitment to us. That’s not necessarily the case for younger employees. And all
of our employees benefit from the technical
assistance we provide for older colleagues,

which not only compensates for physical
deficits but also helps prevent work-related
chronic diseases. We like to put our older
workers in supervisor positions, where they
serve as teachers for their young colleagues.
How old was your oldest new employee?
He’s now 61 years old.
And how old was he when he began working at your company?
He was 61—we’ve just hired him.

Michael Bauer, 50, was once a career
changer himself. Today he’s the Managing Director of Bauer & Mayer Spedition
und Logistik GmbH in Zorbau in the state
of Saxony-Anhalt. A fourth of his approximately 200 employees are career changers or returnees. In 2014 the German Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs
honored the company as an “Enterprise
with Vision.”

Photography: Sebastian Treytnar

How are you helping your older employees
in their daily work?
The cabins of our trucks are equipped with
special ergonomically designed seats that
protect our colleagues’ musculoskeletal
system. Our trucks are also equipped with
auxiliary air conditioning, lane assistants,
and automatic entry and loading assistance. When we plan a tour, we keep in
mind that older colleagues aren’t so fast. In
their schedules we don’t plan in any tours
with lots of loading and unloading points.
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Hmm, what’s this? Every egg is a surprise, because what hatches out of it doesn’t look like the egg and may continue to change
its shape several more times. It might become a caterpillar, then a
pupa, and finally a butterfly—as though by magic! Nature renews
itself and its creatures. In the third poster in the Evonik Edition
Knowledge series, you’ll learn all about the magic and the miracle
of transformation—or, to use the Greek term, metamorphosis.

NATURE
PROVES IT:
A MAGIC
DWELLS IN EACH
BEGINNING
Living means changing

Sea urchin: The baby eats its mother

Metamorphosis is the most frequently occurring form of reproduction.

Edition
Wissen
№3

The Pluteus larva of the sea urchin floats in the ocean as part of plankton. A new creature is growing inside
it. This creature eats up its mother from the inside out and bores through it with its spines

Most of the earth’s animal species—three fourths of all insects, almost all amphibians, snails, crustaceans and
cnidaria, and echinoderms and tunicates in the sea—take on different shapes in the course of their lives. In
the process, they reach reproductive maturity and even change their habitat. As a result, immature animals
and adults have different biospheres and avoid having to compete for food

Transforming
Life

Jellyfish: Forever young

Butterflies: Do they remember their previous lives as caterpillars?

Basically, they do. For example, the Ornate moth (Utetheisa ornatrix) in the USA is unpalatable to most
of its predators because of the toxins it consumed in its caterpillar stage, when it was immune to the
toxic leaves it fed on

Locusts: When food is scarce, they become marauding masses

When their food grows scarce, grasshoppers change from peaceful loners into Biblical plagues. In the
process, they alter their shape and their behavior. They join together in enormous hordes to look for
food, ravaging large swaths of land and destroying entire harvests. This change is triggered by the sensory stimulation of the grasshoppers’ legs
in crowded conditions, which releases
the neurotransmitter serotonin. The
serotonin transforms the solitary grasshoppers into gregarious locusts that join
to form swarms. If individual locusts are
isolated long enough, they change back
into innocuous grasshoppers

From egg to caterpillar, pupa, and butterfly
The universal symbol of metamorphosis
I. It begins with an egg
The Peleides Blue Morpho (Morpho peleides) unfurls its spectacularly shimmering wings for only about
three weeks before it dies. Its entire lifecycle in tropical rain forests lasts only 115 days, and during three
fourths of that time it has another shape. Up to 500 eggs are laid by the female butterfly on selected
plants, where they mature for eight to nine days

The search for eternal youth
Stem cells: Mutable tissue

The Drosophila fly (below) is regarded as one of the most closely
examined animals on earth. Through research with these flies, scientists are learning how organisms take shape. The great hope of medicine is currently “tissue engineering,” a process in which stem cells
are made to transform themselves into different types of tissue—for
example, to even rebuild heart tissue in lab experiments (right)

The eggs are only two millimeters in
diameter. Their tiny size protects them.
On average, 95 percent of the eggs
reach maturity

Genetic switches
determine whether
particular stem cells
become wings or
hearts

II. Caterpillar: Growing lots of feet
A caterpillar hatches from the egg. It first eats its own eggshell, then the leaves on which it had been
laid. It grows and grows. Whenever its skin becomes too tight, it molts and reappears in a new and
larger skin—five times in all. Caterpillars are a favorite food of birds, wasps, spiders, and even human beings. Only 15 percent survive to reach the pupation stage
Mandible

IV.

Transformation: Entertainment and education

Upper lip
(labrum)
Lateral eye
(stemma)
Spinneret

III. The cocoon: A creative pause
The caterpillar uses its last skin to form a pupa,
which it hangs on a twig. For three to four weeks
the pupa seems frozen, only emitting a mysterious ultrahigh sound if it is touched

Myths, fairytales, literature, and films all tell stories about transformation

Funicle (Antennal base)

Legendary heroes, the Frog Prince, and aliens—the human race has been fascinated by transformation
for thousands of years. In his Metamorphoses, the Roman poet Ovid (43 B.C. to 17 A.D.) told of the
gods appearing on earth in many different guises. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) sought
scientific explanations for the changes that take place in plants and animals; his tentative theories
laid the foundation for the philosophy of Rudolf Steiner. The Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson
(1850–1894) wrote about the split personality of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In
his time it was assumed that evil was due to regression into an earlier phase of
evolution. In the short story The Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka (1883–1924),
a
man wakes up as a cockroach and loses everything he ever had,
or
was. The latest transformation story is being told by the global blockbuster movies in the “Transformers” series

Lower lip (labium)

Caterpillar
before pupation

Pupation: Day 1

Pupation: Day 13

Pupation: Day 21

A classic transformation: Zeus
changes himself into a bull so
that he can carry off Europa

Eye

IV. The magic of metamorphosis
A new living being develops inside the pupa. The
caterpillar’s body digests itself and turns into a kind
of cell pulp, out of which a completely new digestive tract, extremities, and reproductive and sensory
organs are generated. Finally, a butterfly emerges
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The Turritopsis jellyfish (Turritopsis dohrnii) is virtually immortal.
These jellyfish, which drift
through the ocean as transparent
cnidaria, extrude polyps, which
grow in colonies on the ocean
floor. When a jellyfish dies, it
sinks to the ocean floor and some
of its cells form new polyps. All of
these animals are genetically identical, but not invulnerable—they
have many natural enemies

The Turritopsis
jellyfish is the only
animal that is known
to rejuvenate itself

III.

Metamorphosis is one
of nature’s deepest
mysteries. This radical
transformation of life
has inspired research,
literature, and mythology

Frontal view of a caterpillar: Most of the
head space is occupied by the mandibles

Frogs: Out of the water onto land

Tadpoles swim in the water like fish. Then they develop limbs and lungs, lose their gills, and migrate to
land as frogs. The former vegetarians become hunters

A delicate creature that passively lets itself be carried along by
the current becomes a strong
fortress that anchors itself to
underwater rocks

II.
I.

Tracheae

Antenna
Leg

Lung

Intestine

Wing

Hatching: Day 28
Transformer toys are
the modern embodiment of age-old
fantasies
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HERE
WE
ARE.

PLEXIGLAS® makes windshields considerably lighter.

Saving resources: In addition to turn indicators and taillights, new automotive applications keep turning up.
You can read more on pages 52 and 53.
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